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Introduction"^
ariticism of the seventeenth century
.
Although there is sufficient evidence that ahake-
speare was rated as a very popular playwrignt in his
own day. it is quite wrong to suppose that he was held
in high esteem as a literary artist. I do not mean to
imply that he was ignored entirely hy all scholarly men
for that would be a gross error, it is true that many
writers of the earlier seventeenth century have made no
mention of his works, but his praises were sung by many.
This praise is not such as we should expect, however,
for it lacks appreciation of the true greatness of the
man as we conceive of him. in fairness to such men as
jonson it mast be said tnat Shakespeare was considered
great, but why he was. they dia not know, it is always
difficult to Judge genius from too close a range, and
it is not surprising that even a hundred years after
hia death, men were able only to feel the tremendous
power of the mighty ahakespeare but not to understand
it.
1-lntroduction is based on Chapters 2.3, 4,5. 7. of wr.Charles jr. Johnson's book. "Shakespeare and his critics."
Q4
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2.
BBYBT have men of scholarly and literary attainment
heen so truly puzzled as those of the seventeenth century.
Mere was a man whom they could not acknowleage as a great
artist, because he violated all the known laws of art-
istic unity: nevertneless , he was great beyond compare
in the force, wit and eloquence of his poetry, jiven
those who censured most narsnly could not deny that
spark of genius that all their criticism of wrong dram-
atic construction would not quell, but seemed to make
glow only brighter. How could a man who violated every
convention of the worsnipped unities of ti.Tie, place and
action, made ii.ings talk as ordinary mortals ^ mixed tragedy
and comedy and even went so far as to commit scenes of
bloodshed and brutal violence upon the stage have chanced
to write such "well-turned and true-filed lines-'?^ It
was all beyond their power of comprehension. As a re-
sult, tne idea gradually took root that lihakespeare
must have been inspired. There was no rational way to
account for the "sugred dainties"^ that came from the
"enchanting quill" 2 of the "silver-tongued''^ barbarian,
within whom lived tne "sweete, wittie soul of uvid"^*
it is not correct to assume tnat this intense ad-
miration was expressed by all scnolars from the time
ahakespeare ' 3 plays first appeared on the stage. It
gradually developed as the cloak of indifference donned
1-Den jonson--"Shakespeare and nis uritics" -p;^l
2
-Johnson - p.o6
,5-jrrancis ivieres "Palladis lamis-' - -'Shakespeare and nis
critics" - p.a4
C
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by the professional contemporary world of the dramatist
began to wear, and men perceived tnat tne work of this
untutored actor was worthy of their consideration and
far too noney-tongued to be lightly thrown aside.
This unceasing admiration grew on men's minds to so
great an extent in another century that a man could
ruin his literary reputation by presuming to critic-
ize the works of Shakespeare unfavorably, i^^nglishmen
learned to love their "untaught genius" for all his
faults, and greatly resented any adverse criticism.
We of the twentieth are likely to underestimate
what thoughtful men of the seventeenth century had to
say about Shakespeare, and forget that we have three
hundred years of experience upon which to base our
estimates. it is true that the prevailing tendency
was merely to sing his praises in exaggerated language,
but there is depth of sincerity in the homage paid him
by the honest jonson, himself an admirer of the classics.
Although he asserted tnat Shakespeare "wanted art"^, he
did not allow his own prejudices to blind him to the
greatness of nis friend whom he placed first among the
dramatists, including those of Greece and Home, "not
of an age, but for all tirae"^. Jonson recognized tne
literary craftmanship and natural poetic powers of
"my gentle Snakespeare"*^ . John l.Iilton in the i^'olio
1 -Johnson - p. 39
2-Johnson - p. 29
3-irirst Folio
C
4of 1632 adds his praise to the exquisite verse of "Sweet-
est Shakespeare, j?'ancj''s Child""^, but like his learned
contemporaries, failed to appreciate the nature and
quality of a genius which portrayed men and women with
true to life attributes. It is interesting to note that
one man, whose name we do not rjiow, dio recognize this
quality in Shakespeare's Plays, ae found in him "A
stage, ample and true with life, voice, action, age"^.
This seed of real dramatic criticism lay dormant until
the time of uoleridge.
Critics of tne itestoration period, like tnose of
the first half of tx^e century, continued to regard Shake-
speare as lacking in literary art. The Classic dramatic
model, and also the French which was based upon it,
dominated, and so keenly were Shakespeare's deficiencies
of construction felt by his admirers, that they attempted
to remodel his plays after the style of the ancients, an
experiment wnich proved unsuccessful. The brilliant
barbarian whose power belonged to some mysterious force
without him t the heresy of the day) was not improved by
having the "monstrous fine things cut out and reset in
regular frame"
.
There was one man in itestoration times wno re-
sented all tnis worsnip of the ancients. i)ryden, the
literary dictator of his day, admired and modelled his
1-i!'irst i?'olio
2-i.M.3. Polio of 1632
2-.;ohnson - "Shakespeare and nis Critics" - p. 72
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own plays on tne classics but he felt that, great as tney
were, there v.'ere others equally great in his own country.
That he said of Shakespeare that he was to an englishman
what Aechylus was to the Athenians, is evidence of the
great esteem in which he held him. Although Dryden
felt and comprehended the supremacy of Shakespeare's
genius, he was not able to rise entirely above tne con-
ventions of his age and resist the temptation of im-
proving him by rewriting tne plays according to his own
dramatic ideal, uut this did not lessen nis appreciation
of "the man who of all modern, and perhaps ancient poets,
had the largest and most comprehensive soul"^.
Dryden also defends Shakespeare from that belief
that an unschooled man could not have written plays of
so great literary value, ne says "he (Shakespeare) was
unusually learned: he needed not the spectacles of books
to read nature: he looked inward and found her tnere"^.
That he was not eulogizing to gain reputation as an
admirer is self-evident, for he continues"! cannot say
he is everywnere alike""^. ijevertheless
,
Dryden was not
entirely free of the heresy of his day , for in speaking
of Shakespeare's representations of nature, he says "he
drew them not laboriously, but iTJckily""^, as though some
magical force were at work in the brain of the genius.
HOW far beyond his age would Dryden have been had he
1-Jonnson - "Shakespeare and nis Critics" - p. 72
2-Johnson - p. 61
c
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applied this defense of ahakespeare ' s learning to a de-
fense of his characters, instead of attributing to him
an understanding of the passions (which the seventeenth
century took for granted were distinct parts of the
character)
Dryden, in attributing to ^Shakespeare a universal
mind and comprehensive soul, was not expressing the
popular conceptions of his time, we must turn to Kymer,
the cnampion of regular criticism, to see that intell-
ectual men, even one hundred years after tne production
of tne plays, misunderstood them, with the classical
tragedy in mind, ne says of shaiiespeare , "In tragedy he
appears quite out of his element, iiis brains are turned
for he raves and rambles witnout any coherence, any spark
of reason"^, rossibly he was thinking of uthello, "a
2bloody farce without salt or flavor" . nis characters
2
violate all claim to "common-sense" . \yho ever heard
of a soldier like iago "false and insinuating" instead
of frank and plain-dealing?"^ asked ivir. Rymer. Although
he was rebuked by Dennis and 'iildon, that an intell-
ectual man could so senselessly abuse the plays, is
evidence that Shakespeare, at the end of the seventeenth
century was falsely appraised. it required another cen-
tury before reverence for the ancients grew weak enough
for men to turn tneir attention from tne literary ex-
cellence of the classics to a literary interpretation
1-johnaon - "Shakespeare and his Critics" - p. 652-Johnson - p. 67-68
c
of their own ijjnglisli writer.
Criticism of tne eighteenth century .
How easy it is for us twentieth century models of
mankind to scoff at the eighteenth century critics and
say "You blocks, you stones, you worse tuan senseless
things." I our predecessors have taught you to say "We
admire Snakespeare , with all his faults", and you think
to do him greater homage and add, "His fame is everlast-
ing: we shall excuse his ignorance for he was untaught,"
We cannot overlook the fact that these eighteenth century
men have left us proof of their regard and placed Shake-
speare in a new position in the world of literature.
Contemporary students generally ignored Shakespeare,
Kestoration thought to improve him and rewrote the plays
in 'regular form', but tnat men like rcowe, pope, Theobald
tooK upon themselves the difficult task of compiling an
edition of the plays is a silent monument to their per-
ception of the greatness of his genius, nere were men
of nighest intellect, devoting much of their time to
editing the works of a v/riter, whose conception of lit-
erature and theory of life were quite foreign to their
own. i;o modern critic could do more to show an apprec-
eation of txie genius of Shakespeare.
JSven in this early part of the century, we cannot

8help feeling, tnat although the classics were part of
their creed, men were not so sure tnat :3hakespeare • s
ignorance of them detracted from his greatness, it
had not occurred to them as yet that there could be two
distinct forms of art, botn equally great; but that idea
was forming in their minds, although they did not quite
know how to express themselves; and besides, convention
was too strong to allow it expression. I'ope speaks of
Shakespeare as "a majestic piece of LrOthic architecture
compared witn a neat modern building", tie might have
added, 'Both are woriis of art, equally great in their
ovm way . A quotation from Mr, Kowe , •'it is not in
this province of tne drama that the strength and mast-
ery of Shakespeare lay, so i shall not undertai-.e to
point out his several faults""^, strengthens our con-
viction that these learned gentlemen of tne early
eighteenth century reverenced snakespeare no less than
the classics. The only difference is tnat convention
expected tnem to worsnip tne ancients outwardly, their
own instincts de-.anded tnat they worship Shakespeare as
an equal of tne former, in the only wa^ then possible,
that is by deeds, i do not mean to imply that this
attitude was conscious, for the thought, if it existed
at all, lay too deeply buried beneath conventional be-
liefs for them to even suspect its presence, themselves.
1-Johnson - "Snakespeare and tiis uritics'' - p. 86
c
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The conviction that the critics thougnt less of '*Shake-
speare's faults" than their conventional minds would allow
(in the first part of tne century) is strengthened by the
words of Dr. Joimson, "a conservative classicist",'^ some
years later. Although in his day, the classics had lost
a little of their nold over men's minds, he is almost
frightened by his own temerity in defending ^Shakespeare
from the attack of voltaire at the expense of the be-
loved ancients' reputation. That is, a confession of
the isnglish genius' greatness over that of tne ancients'
is forced from the mouth of johnson. Without provocation,
undoubtedly, he would have continued to speak of the
greatness of bnakespeare "notwithstanding his defects" .
Now that Johnson had paved the way, it was easy to
find good argunients to sustain the favorable position
which that honest critic had claimed for bhakespeare.
At the end of the century, wnen regard for the classics
had gradually decreased more and more, we find writers
anxious to outdo Johnson's defense. The tendency to
excuse Shakespeare on the grounds of the unpolished
character of his age shows that the belief tnat he
"lacked art'* still survived, but we nave no doubt that,
at the end of the century, writers were willing to con-
cede '*great artistic superiority for the Englishman
over Aeschylus'
,
a statement Pope would have considered
1-dohnson - "Shakespeare and nis Critics" - p.l£2
2-l-'ope - Joimson "Shakespeare and riis Critics" - p. 90
3
-Mrs. Montague - johnson - p. 144
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heresy, and Johnson himself refused to acknowledge as
"true criticism""^
•
Criticism of tne nineteenth century .
It remained for the nineteenth century writers to
change the form of bhakesperian criticism, it would
be incorrect to assume txiat all classical students
suddenly saw the error of their ways and proceeded to
mend them, iiut there was a new spirit gradually work-
ing in literary criticism, traces of wnich are to he
2
found even in tne eighteenth century. I'his Komantic-
ism, which regarded literature as a manifestation of
tne human spirit, nad much in common with Elizabethan
drama. Shakespeare is no longer judged by classical
rules, but on his own merits as a dramatist and poet.
Coleridge is representative of this new method of
appraisal, he ceased to regard tne cnaracters as
merely stage figures
,
but felt them to be the re-
sult of creative power, putting together tne elements
of human nature in a new combination. More than that,
Coleridge was the first to appreciate Shakespeare's
female characters as parcels of human nature v;ith all
4
the "elements of womanhood" • The Romanticist judged
1
-According to ooswell - Joiinson "Shakespeare and tiis
Critics" - p. 144
2-xhe poet orray, though an academic scholar, was a
romantic poet. ("Shakespeare and His Critics" - p. 166)
3-Morgann - "Essay on Character of j^'alstaff (1777) was
the only man before I'^th century to appreciate the
characters as more then stage figures,
4-oohn3on - p. 170
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from the heart, and although he was likely to allow his
feelings to run away rnith him at times, he was capable
of really understanding tne art of Shakespeare, This
new school produced libraries of descriptions of Shake-
speare's people and created the all but universal habit
of speaking about them in terms usually reserved for
actual people, unarles Lamb held the characters in
so great esteem that he, an excellent critic of acting,
protested that no actor was capable of interpreting
Lear, for he said ''The Lear of Shakespeare cannot be
1
acted"
•
The Komanticists did not overlook the great poetic
qualities of tne plays. 7/illiam jrtazlitt, though not so
great a scholar as Coleridge nor Lamb, possessed an un-
erring instinct for poetic appreciation. In Shake-
speare's passatTes it was tne verbal narmony, the v/it
and eloquence that appealed to him more than the settings.
He was particularly fond of the poetry and humor in
"A Midsummer i^ight's Dream", and it is interesting to
note that he disapproved of a stage production of this
play as Lamb did of ''Lear". That the early nineteenth
century literary men had no dramatic ability maj* well
accoimt for this objection to Shakespeare as a man of
the theatre. That they appreciated Shakespeare as a
poet of high order and understood nis characters was
1-Johnson - "Shakespeare and iiis Critics" p. 186
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a great advance over tne attitude of the preceding cen-
tury. It is true that their admiration blinded tnem to
faults in the plays but the important thing is that these
Romanticists knew why Shakespeare was great in their
sight
1-1'lie lUtu century also produced niani new editions of
Shakespeare's plays.

13.
Twentieth uentury criticism
The close of the nineteenth and the dawn of the
twentieth century has been marked hy a spirit of re-
action against the Komantic school. Coleridge broke
with opinions of the classicists and judged Shake-
speare on merits of which we today approve. Our
quarrel is not with the excellent criticisms the men
early in the last century advanced, but with this thing,
commonly known as Shakespearean worship, which has been
in the air since the publication of the first J?'olio,^
and reached its zenith in the nineteenth century. The
present era, too, is somewhat susceptible to this idea
that the mighty Shakespeare "could not err", but lead-
ing literary men, like Mr, i>eorge Bernard shaw, who
love Shakespeare and acknovi^ledge him to be a mighty
genius, are pained to near him praised for nis de-
ficiencies and not for his true greatness. Mr. Shaw,
wno is rated as one of the greatest dramatists of
modern times, has been accused of underestimating
Shakespeare. Un the contrary, he is so anxious to do
his predecessor justice that his remarks are very out-
spoken and therefore often misinterpreted.
Like the Komanticists, the twentieth century is
deeply concerned with the interpretation of Shakespeare's
1-1
2-An introduction to Drama (Hubbell and Beaty) p. 527
{
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characters. Coleridge discovered tnat tiie female char-
acters possessed qualities of greatness coraparaole to
those of the heroes, we have gone a step further and
are concerned with all of Shakespeare's world, finding
that the mighty genius has not merely created a group
of heroic men and women, hut, more than that, has de-
picted humanity in every phase of life with equal skill.
Shakespeare's characters are Elizabethan in customs
and manners, from tiamlet to the most lowly serving-
man, hut in their inherent nature, they are types of
humanity as true for one age as another.
Passing from the characters tnemselves to their
medium of expression, the twentieth century critics
offer praise well marked with thought. In this realm,
Shakespeare had oeen more fairlj/ judged throughout the
ages. Poets of highest rank from Milton to Swinburne
have appreciated the poetic quality of Shakespeare's
work. Mr. Shaw speaks often and in glowing terms of
the genius of a man who can clothe in the music of
words the "hollowest platitude""^ and "most blackguardy
repartee"-^ •
The re-action against the Komantic School has
opened the eyes of critics to another phase of Shake-
speare's genius which has been poorly appreciated
since his own day. because he wrote for a stage which
1-Sewanee Keview - 190B
c
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has long since ceased to exist, it has been a common error
to suppose that, as a playwright, Shakespeare did not
rank highly. I'he Hestoration critics attempted to re-
model the plays after their conception of perfection,
which was based on the classical formula. After them,
and down to very recent times, producers have tried to
'improve' the structure, that the plays might be adapted
to modern stage conditions. It was not until interest
was aroused by studying the Elizabethan stage that the
truth came to light that Shakespeare possessed infinite
skill in adapting his plays to the stage, as he knew it.
That they have lent tnemselves as fluently as they have
to adverse producing facilities, is a mark of their
greatness. The twentieth century is an age skilled in
stage-craft, and just how far Shakespeare will be pro-
ducible under the best conditions that man has ever yet
devised, will be a true test of Shakespeare's skill as
a man of the theatre. The early nineteenth century, an
age of actors rather than dramatists, felt that the plays
were not for production. The modern era tends to favor
the playwright and hopes to grant him every facility
for the true interpretation of his plays.
The twentieth century is concerned with every
phase of Shakespeare. The publication of the text with
emendations and explanatory footnotes is still going on.

16
Although it is the general belief that we knov/ all the
biographical facts tnat can be ascertained, research has
been carried on in this field in recent years in the hope
of finding out something that would tnrov? a new Ijght on
the life of him about wnom we know so little. Then,
there is the question of authentic authorship out of
which has grown the i^aconian controversy, to say nothing
of the studious inquiries into the grammar, pronunciation,
metrics and vocabulary of islizabethan times, scholar-
ship and criticism have become merged in the re-action
from the purely interpretative criticism of uoleridge
to the historical criticism of today. The latter is of
growing importance as v.'e feel that a real appreciation
of Shakespeare requires a kuowiedge of tne conditions
under which he worked. This has resulted in critics
becoming more concerned with Shakespeare as "a
dramatist rather than as a philosopher and personality"^.
The modern American and iiinglisn critic is not satisfied
with that praise which makes Shakespeare's genius so
obscure that the good and bad rank equally high.
Shakespearean skeptics
"Every aspect of the man and his works has been
so throughly discussed and re-discussed ti-iat it some-
times seems that not only the subject but tae world at
1-A.H. Thorndike imtion - September 7, 1916
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large had been exhausted"-^, riut the critics nave not
done with him yet. Shakespearean controversy is per-
haps more alive today than it has ever been, due to the
"revolutionary" iaeas which are being advanced by some
of the best minds of our time, tjecause this vigorous
reaction has set in against the traditional praise, which
could see no wrong in the mighty Shakespeare, it does not
follow that men have suddenly discovered tnat the older
views are all wrong and that snakespeare is not a genius
after all. Un the contrary, it is an attempt to dis-
cover the true worth of the greatest dramatist of all
time and to show wherein he is truly great.
An introduction to Shakespeare* s characters .
The characters of Shakespeare "have stood four-
square to the winds of time, although the waves of
criticism have beat perpetually about tneir base"^.
There is no need to question v;ny , for we nave only
to read and re-read the plays of "the immortal genius"
to know tnat his people never disappoint us, tnat there
is more in them than we thought; for "they are types
of humanity as true for one age as another" . Al-
though their environment is strange to us, we still
feel that tney are mortals witn feelings and desires
much the same as ours.
1-L,!i. Abbott Outlook December 30, 1925
2
-
ii.ii. Chambers Annual Shakespearean Lecture 1924
3-'jr.P.iJaker "Shakespeare as a Dramatist" p. 343
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TO profess tiiat we tnroughly understand the cnar-
acters is only to pretend. They, like our friends,
are only revealed to us in part, as they come within
the range of our own personal experience. There are
those whom we understand more fully tnan others, just
as we understand one person better than we do anotner.
AS years go hy, now often do we lose interest in a
friend of former days whose scheme of life has become
quite detached from our own. aut ahakespeare • s men
and women wear well, upon first meeting, some of them
may seem just casual acquaintances, but after we have
lived longer, they come to nave deeper significance
for us, and the more i^e cultivate tjie;n, the more
human they seem.
Take Hamlet, for example. This character holds
the interest of young and old because his is not the
tragedy of "an individual but of any individual"^.
Shakespeare has put us (if not our situations) on the
stage, and, as human beings, we never lose interest in
what pertains in any way to ourselves. We all are faced
with problems in life, just as riamlet, and as individuals
trying to work out our ovm salvation, we have a common
bond with our fellow-beings and uamlet is a fellow-
being. It matters not that his "trappings" are
Elizabethan any more than that people in our own age
1
-Professor Kittredge - Lecture on Shakespeare - 1916
{
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have customs and an outlook on life different from
our own. The thing that makes us all one is the human
nature breathed into us by our creator, our power of
feeling love, hate, jealousy, sorrow, pain and joy.
In proportion as our conditions of life nave called
the passions into play are we able to understand
others who have felt as we have, as we mingle with
the people of Shakespeare's world, we sympathize with
them in their joys and pains in a greater or less de-
gree in accordance with what life has already taught
us. We read the riddle of motive and personality in
Hamlet as we are capable. Although at times he may
act in a manner which we know we should not have, we
feel that he is following the instincts of his in-
ward nature and is acting in the only way that a man
of his particular makeup could have, m a word, he
is real and not merely acting a part thrust upon him
by his creator, nis condition enlists our sympathy,
for we see in him a disillusioned man, unable to
cope with the hardships life has thrust upon him.
As he pours forth his inmost thoughts we feel we are
peering into the very depths of a troubled and heart-
sick soul. '(Ve cannot resist the human appeal of
one whose sufferings are so true to life.
Of necessity, the personality of a cnaracter will
I
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not be tiie same for all of us. We all feel the human
toucn of a hamlet, Macbeth, Othello, but the impress-
ion will not be identical on any two minds. As Pro-
fessor Kittredge says, "There will be as many Hamlets
as tnere are readers and spectators""^. If we all were
impressed alike it would be safe to say that ynake-
speare had not created a personality but a mere type
of man, full of a particular humor l in the jonsonian
sense). His characters would be nothing but walking
formulae, which would never for over three hundred
years have held tne attention of the young and old,
of diverse races and decades. There must be some-
thing in them when the whole of humanity finds them
striking a note, here and there, which blends in
perfect harmony. Although we cannot follow Shake-
speare as he plays upon the harp of life, this
common note is sufficient to enable us to enjoy his
2
creations, and say with Mr. Clutton-iJrock
.
"Tnough
their behavior may seem to us iinintelligible , we
are aesthetically convinced by it. As they act, we
feel so they would act; and that is all we nave a
right to expect of tne dramatist"
.
1
-
Professor Kittredge - Lecture on Shakespeare - 1916
2-IvIr. Clutton-Brock - has psycho-analysed hamlet
uontemporai-y Keview - March 1924
3-Mr. Clutton-iJrock - Sewanee Review - 1927
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Skeptical Criticism of Certain Characters .
The school of skeptical criticism or historical
criticism, as it is sometimes called, disagrees '-vith
Mr. Clutton-i3rock and others of his opinion in this,
"As they act, we feel so they would act". They can-
not reconcile the outward actions of the characters
with their conception of them, as men and women. They
call them "psychologically inconsistent"^, in that the
relationship of the characters to the action of the
play is irreconcilable.
jj'or example, a man of tiamlet's type would not
act as Shakespeare has made him act. He would not
have killed Polonius in cold blood, would have shown
mercy to Kozencrantz and (iuil dens tern, and have been
more gallant toward Ophelia, if he could kill
Polonius, why could ne not murder the king, which
action would have been justified? The skeptics have
an explanation for these inconsistencies which soimds
very plausible. Mr. J. M. Robertson says, "Shake-
speare retained all the archaic machinery (of an old
Hamlet) while transfiguring all the characters. The
ultimate fact is tnat he could not make a psychological
or otherwise consistent play out of a plot which re-
tained a strictly barbaric action, while the hero was
2
transformed into a super-subtle H)lizabethan"
, In
1-Sev;anee Review - January 1927
2-I^orth American Keview - March '28. (George a, Shaw up-holds tne same opinion in his article in Harper's
Magazine - May li>24
I(
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accordance with the old plot, Hamlet must do certain
things, although they are not in keeping with the new
character created Shakespeare, The old play was a
revenge play, and the hero had to avenge a father's
death. The king was so strongly armed that he could
not succeed, so he feigned madness and thus eluded the
guards, onakespeare ' s Hamlet is not prevented from
gaining vengeance by external barriers, but by internal
struggle, riis noble mind and sensitive nature recoil
against bloody deeds, but he must kill. Moreover, he
must feign madness, in accordance with the plot, i>iow
we know why Mamlet turned mad and treated Ophelia so
shamefully and why he finally killed Claudius.
Elizabethan convention will explain the rest, Polonius,
Rozencrantz, and liuil dens tern must leave this life to
satisfy the love of bloodshed and revenge of the audience.
It is thus that Shakespeare ruins the artistic unity of
his plays.
Mr. J. C. Squires^ takes upon himself the task of
defending iiamlf^t from the criticism of inconsistency.
He defies the skeptics to find much that clashes with
the hero and his pessimism and introspection, is it
80 easy to define the cnaractei of our friends, for
example, that v;e can reduce him to a fixed and settled
principle? The brooding iiamlet is not intrinsically
1
-Living Age - December 13, 1^19
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incompatible v;ith riamlet, the good soldier, and master
of fencing who lunges at Jfolonius through the arras,
leaps wildly into uphelia ' s grave, sends his warders
to death and boards a pirate ship single-handed, it
is one thing t:o attack a pirate when you see one or
to pink an eavesdropper; but even a man constitution-
ally fearless, and, when issues are clear, might well
recoil from rnurderin-r an uncle in cold-blood, con-
sider the situation, personally, it is lack of im-
agination that causes all this discussion as to whether
Hamlet is sane or not. "Do the critics know what a
high strung man is or what horror isv"-^ is not namlet
too human for their appraisal? namlet shams lunacy
with i'olonius, ana is brutal to Uphelia. nave we not
all , when overwrought spoken cruelly to a loved one?
Moreover, jiamlet is in doubt as to the sincerity of
her love, auppose ourselves in his place—a mother
married to our father's murderer, whom we must kill
for vengeance. Moreover, we are racked by thoughts
of all the evil in the world, and the impossibility of
abolishing a crime or of quieting pain by revenge. if
we knew we had to seek revenge, would we not perhaps
during sleepless nignts be liable to excesses of
temper and distracted bitter talk? Hamlet is not
understood, because he is "of all men too human"^,
1
-Living Age December 15, 1919
2-iiirnest Boyd - "Literary blasphemies" - p. 42
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and "hereby hangs a tale". The historical critics for-
get tnat they are dissecting a character with human qual-
ities, which, like a real person cannot be interpreted
so inclusively that all actions may be fully accounted
for lilie those of a mecnanical man.
I'he skeptics nave not done iiamlet so great narm as
may at first appear. After they have carefully accounted
for the "inconsistencies", between Jrihakespeare ' s char-
acter and nis deeos, taey are willing to concede tnat
Hamlet is "a son of nature, full of love and tenderness,
grief and melancholy, nate, scorn, rage, despair, humor
and irony, scepticism and fear--'-. I wonder just how
I'r, Stoll v/ould expect a person to act v/nuse nature
was stirred to its very deptns by all tne emotions he
himself has attributed to hamlet? It is so easy for
one who has not experienced another's pangs of grief
to offer good advice, and criticize the sufferer for
allowing nis feelings to oversway his better ;;udgment.
Mr. Bradley whose '"Snakespearean criticism com-
bines tne enthusiasm of the romanticists with the com-
mon sense of the scientific method and wno does not agree
with the skeptics, has attributed uamlet's irresolution
to a state of mind quite abnormal and induced by spec-
ial ciraumstances--"a state of proJ'ound melancholy^ .
He goes on to say that tnis melancholy is perfectly
1-rrofessor atoll - "Shakespeare's Studies" - p. 142
2-Johnson "Shakespeare and nis Critics" - p. 321
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consistent with "tiiat incessant dissection of the task
assigned". But this does not answer the query of the
skeptics, wno wonder that iiamlet could kill wholesale
at certain times and even murder his uncle, finally,
but could not bring himself to gain revenge v;hen time
was most opportune. Although ohakespeare was quite
ignorant of what we term psychology, with which state-
ment the skeptics Vi/ill most readily f^gree, he has
snown a most keen insight into the workings of the
human mind (and psychologists only nope to explain 11)
in not permitting iiamlet to murder according to tne
conventional code.
V/e nave only to look, i tnink, at tne Mamie t Shake-
speare created to test tne truth of ""rofessor i:5radley's
statemeiit. .Ye behold a man whose inherent nature is
at variance- witn every tning around him, a man v/hose
fine sensibilities forbid him to close his eyes to tne
corruptness of those vmom he has loved and honored from
his childhood, a man who sees his most cnerished ideals
fallen in tne dust. v;e feel that here we nave witnessed
a tragedy of life, the tragedy of one, in the flower of
his manhood, suddenly cut off from his ideal world(and
we all hnve ideals in life) and unable to adjust him-
self to tnings as they are.. A practical man of affairs
would have removed the obstacle and started life anew.
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but not so with naralet. Kemoving the evil would not
have restored his broken ideals. .Vhen his over-cul-
.
tivated imagination is roused to fever heat by tne
appearance of the ghost, he thinks to cure the evil
of the times, but because he does not act while tne
fit is on him, his passion subsides and his intell-
ectual powers gain ascendancy, tie cannot resist, in
his calmer mood, to take time for thoug'nt. to tnink a
thing over has been the habit of a life-time, and the
habit is not easily broAen in a man of iiamlet's temp-
erament. "The intellectual element outweighs tne
practical"^ in his nature, ana nerein lies a tragedy
of life, "tne impotence of tjie over-cultivated imag-
ination and over-subtilized reasoning power to meet
pthe call of every day life for practical efficiency" .
In a world of action, speculative intellect is in-
effective for tne course of events rolls ever on and
.
on, waiting for no man's indecision. '»Vhile Hamlet's
intellect was "enchanting itself in tne discovery of
obstacles to avoid the fatal necessity for action""^
the world at large was contriving against him and
fashioning a Plan to annihilate him from tne scheme
of things.
The skeptics do not stop at namlet. J'rofessor
E. Stoll , a foremost American scholar, believes tne
1-ii. II. Chamber^ - "Snakespeare : A Survey" - p. 187
2-ii}.X. Chamber^ - " Snakespeare : A Survey" - p.lBii
3-university of i.iinnesota otudies - 1915
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same is true of uthello. ne compares the v/ords of the
man of tne free and open nature 'one not easily ,'iealous'
,
(within one scene)—"Perdition catch lAy soul, but i do
love thee". After lago has planted the seed of sus-
picion and told of the lost nandkerchief , the same Othello
says, "I'll tear her all to pieces". Mr. atoll explains
this inconsistency thus: " Jealousy is not born and bred
in the hero, but through immemorial convention it is
instilled into his soul by a villain's wiles"-'-. Mr. Stoll
goes on to defend his criticism. Orthodox critics who
agree that utnello's one weakness was trustfulness and,
that by this alone, he fell before tue compelling arts
of iago, must logicalDy say that Othello's trust in
lago argues suspicion toward J)esderaona, whom Othello
Should have trusted before iago. in the first two
hundred and fifty lines, lago gives no proof to bear
out nis story in the temptation scene (his arts were not
so compelling) ; tnen he tells his story of uassios dream.
Othello's normal re-action would be "Sir, this is my
wife", and tne traged^/ would have ended.
Mr. iJernard ahaw^ defends tne skeptics' criticism
of Othello. "The jealousy is purely melodramatic. The
part tested by the brain is ridiculous; tested by the.
ear is sublime" • This brings to my mina a question
of LIT, Squire's in nis defense of jiamlet, "Do the
1-university of iiinnesota studies - 1915
2-3hakespeare' s Sceptics - IJorth /American - l>,iarch 1922
^-Shakespeare' s Sceptics - riotth American - Marcn 1922
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critics know what a nign strung man is? Again, do the
critics ioiow v/nat a .lealous man is? Othello may be of
a free and open nature, but jealousy can make a maniac
of any man: he cannot be" tested by the brain." There
is no accouiitirig for a jealous man's actions, and, in
the case of Uthello, ne, being of a different nation-
ality from his wife, would be more easily aroused by
a suspicion that she might prefer a man of her own kind
to him. Jealousy knows no reason, and to say Othello's
nature was free from it because he showed no previous
signs is a debatable point. Lian does not show any pass
ion until some occasion gives rise to it. we do not
know the deptns of our passionate natures until cir-
cuj^istances in life call forth this or tnat particular
feeling, and how often we are ourselves surprised tnat
we can be so deeply stirred, under favorable conditions
Othello's jealousy may have remained dormant, and tne
skeptics nave had to base tneir cnarge of inconsistency
upon some otx^er trait in Othello's character which a
new set of circumstances might nave brought to li,eht.
In speaking of Macbeth, tne historical critics in-
sist that Snakespeare went ''wide of tne strictly psycho
2logical mark." 'I'he cnaracter says one tning ana means
another, and feels what his inmost nature would for-
bid him to feel, iiis apparent motive, ambition, is
1
-
Living Age - Decemoer 1.;, 1-^1^
2-"Snakespeare ^Studies" - p. 100
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not kept before us, for when ne dwells on trie murder, in
his mind's eye, he sees tiie dagger and not the diadem.
Nor does Snakespeare' s Macbeth find any justification for
1
his deed. Mr. Stoll says tnat he (Macbeth) is psycho-
logically - or rather unpsychologically - reduced to low-
est terms.
To explain Snakespeare' s character, the skeptics go
back to the old sources and find burled in them, a
Macbeth of a different type, with motives for killing
which are more sufficient and plausible than tnose given
in the play of Shakespeare, In like manner, tney have
discovered tnat jjon John and Margaret in "Much Ado about
nothing", and lago and iimelia in ''Othello", and Lear,
who divides his kingdom among nis daughters , nad reasons
for so doing which Shakespeare has not maae clear. To
this, they attribute many of tne so-called inconsistencies
between tne cnaracters and taeir actions. The mighty
Shakespeare coula not have done tnis unwittingly.
It may be ne wished to simplify matters, or perchance,
it was to o-ain vividness by contrast between cnaracter
and action and thereby appeal to his audience with its
insatiable appetite for sensationalsim; or it may have
been that lack of time prevented him from reconciling
tne actions of tne character to tneir nature.^
Shakespeare's skeptics^ point out that Macbeth
1- 'snaKespeare studies" - p.yj
2-Mr. Stoll - "Snakespeare Studies" - p. 142
3-jMorth American - March 1922
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in the old story, is a blunt warrior, without the moral
imagination or conscience which ahakespeare has v/oven in
to his character. The old Liacbeth could v/o>ilow in blood-
shed without disturbing our sense of propriety, iint
the Macbeth which Shakespeare has created is far superior
to the original and one whose nature would not allow him
to act in the conventional manner that the master has
required.
The historical critics weaken their own arguments
by admitting that, despite his conventionaliam^iviacbeth
has a semblance of reality. They admit that Shakespeare
has created a personality which so greatly occupies the
mind of the spectator that "the actions follow so un-
questionable realities**"'"
,
although the character seems
far superior to his actions. All this, it seems to me,
is but another way of sayinp* that Shakespeare was an
Elizabethan in his use of plot and technique la gener-
ally accepted fact), but that his genius broke the
bonds of conventionalism in the portrayal of a character
far superior to the iiilizabethan type, by reason of the
2
"plastic life-giving touch" of the artist's hand.
Mr. R. V/. Babcock attacks the skeptics through
Mr. Stoll. He contends that the latter has turned his
back upon his own dramatic convention in speaking of
Shylock. x.ir. Stoll explains for us the inconsistencies
1-Mr. Bridges - "Shakespeare's Studies" p. 115
2-Mr. Stoll - "Shakespeare- s Studies" p. 115
i5-Sewanee Keview - January 1927
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of this cnaracter, a conventional comic villain of
jilizabetiian England, and ^oes on to S£iy , "The Jewishness
of shylock is kept beiore us but ohakespeare adds a
cosy individuality beyond the satire scheme I the jews
were hated at this time). Thus, the logic of char-
acterization is disturbed but the realitj' of it is
heighteiied""*- . laoreover he adds » "By sheer potency of
art, Othello, iago, Desdemona and ii^milia maintain
throughout their spiritual vicissitudes their indiv-
idual tone. Jheir passions ever speak true, m the
ruyrae
,
accent, intonation, choice of words or fig-ures
there is often something that stamps them, tnat faculty
which lends form to a statue, a picture or even a song"^
Mr. iiabcock feels tnat an^. further remarks are unnecess-
ary Shakespeare n&s been exonerated, artistically,
it is true tnat tne arguments of the skeptics would be.,
most convincing if we were to begin tearing tne char-
acters of Shakespeare "out of the picture on tne floor",
and dissecting them psycnologicallj'
,
casting aside all
thought of tneir geneial aesthetic perfection as art.
Mr. J. M. Robertson is criticised for this veiy thing,
"tie is a fair advocate, but lacks what cannot be omitted
in appreciating Shakespeare— tne faculty of experiencing
a work of art"^.
Shakespeare has performed his task so well and
1-sewanee review - January 1927
2-iiabcock - University of :;,innesota studies - Ivlb
^-Mr. ti, J. M. uation 1922
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made his people so human that the consistency of their
actions in relation to their character is not compre-
hensible to tnose who would judsre from the "brain and
not the heart; and tnereby, class him with his con-
tempories as a dramatist who did not rise above
ifilizabethan conventions, m all fairness to the new
school let it be said tnat tney do not propose to be-
little Shakespeare but strive to open the eyes of the
people. to the fact tnat he is a human witn his faults,
not a god to be worshipped, mr. Babcock^ suggests
that the scholarly acnieveraent of lar. .3 toll and his
knowledge of iulizabethan stage conventions might be
well utilized to show wnerein ^Shakespeare is an
Elizabethan, a man of his own time, most aptly nave
the skeptics pointed out, in their attempts to make
the cnaracters historical, wherein i>hakespeare
does not rine above the customs of his day.
Having satisfied themselves that Shakespeare's
genius was subordinate to the imposing influence of
Elizabethan conventions , --for they excuse the incon-
p
sistencies "by a fundamental historical explanation",
the skeptics do not trouble to make a through survey
of Shakespeare's characters. They concern themselves
only with the best known figures, namely the heroes
of tragedy. This is to be expected, for their purpose
1
-
"Shakespeare' s Sceptics rjorth American - March 3, 1922
2-Babcock "University of Minnesota studies" No. 2 - 1915

is to eradicate Shakespearean worship by showing that
there are faults in tne plays, which faults people ad-
mired along with the really admirable qualities, liut,
in assuming that Shakespeare did not understand human
nature, i although Mr. i;:. S. Stoll'^ admits that the char-
acters have a sense of reality, he is questioning Shake-
speare s understanding of the human mind wnen he accuses
him of making them act inconsistently, which accusation
2is also made by Mr, Gr, B, Snaw ) , the skeptics remind
Mr. Palmer^ of Dryden and liarrick, who believed that he
did not know his business as a playwright, tie, (Mr.
Palmer) pleads with them to take warning from Dryden,
who would have "refined Shakespeare's language" and
Grarrick, who cut the texts and omitted characters, yet
would lose no drop of that immortal raan.'"^ it would
seem that the historical critics are running the grave
danger of defeating their own purpose bj' finding too
much fault with Shakespeare in respect to his people,
and becoming so interested in this pnase of their work
tnat they "fall a victim to the fascination of their
own critical system'^". Mr. Stoll^ rightly objects to
tnose wno would discover "a reflection of tne world as
it is or as v/e see it" in the works of Shakespeare; but
1-l.ir. isabcock rates lit. stoll as leading American scholar
of last ten years, - Sewanee Keview - January 1927
E-Letter From i>. B.Shaw in "Tolstoi on Shakespeare" p. 106-1
3-Living Age - January id4, 1916
4-ijabcock K.«v.Modern Sceptical criticism of Shakespeare
Sev;anee Keview - tjanuary 1'jE7
5,university of Minnesota studies - ijo.2 - 1915
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this does not justify his attitude of seeing too little
of the "world as it is or as we see it" in the works of
him wno knew "the human mind in its most minute and in-
timate workings".^
Mr. Lr. Bernard ahaw' s Criticism of Criticism .
No modern discussion of Shakespearean criticism
would be complete if the name of x.ir, 'jeorge Jtiernard Shaw
were not given prominence, since he is one of the greatest
of present-day dramatists and should be in a favorable
position to esti>aate the worth of the greatest dramatist
of all time, ne has another thing in common with Shake-
speare, and that is tnat he has been as tnroughly mis-
understood as the great rsard himself. Mr. Shaw knows
human nature well enough to realize tnat if a statement is
not made in strong terms it will not be noticed, and so
he expresses himself accordingly. Mr. iiuneker in his
2introduction to oxiaw' s "Dramatic Opinions and iiissays"
says tnat he (Shaw) is never more in earnest than when he
is most whimsical. The Shavian blasphemies have brought
many a storm of protest upon the author's head, but ne
does not mind a trifle like that, if nis words take
effect and, in the case of Shakespeare decrease the
prevailing hero-worship attitude, mr. Shaw nolds the
immortal IViliam in so high esteem that he nas spared
1-iar. falmer - "Living Age" - july 24, 1916
S-introduction to "Dramatic Opinions and iUssays--vol .1 -p. 13
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no effort in striving to '^open English eyes to the emp-
tiness of Shakespeare's philosophy, to his weakness and
incoherence as a thinker and. his disqualification for
the philosophic eminence claiTied for him.''^ a.e hopes
hy clearing away the dross tnat the "genuine Shake-
spearean tissue"^ will be given its due and people will
learn to apprehend wherein the greatness of Shakespeare
lies.
A great deal of Mr. ahaw* s criticism is aimed more
directly at the critics than at bhakespeare himself.
Me has written at some length on various productions of
the plays which he nas seen, which i shall consider later,
as well as on the opinions advanced by nis contemporaries,
ivir. Shaw does not blame Shakespeare because he was an
iillizabethan and used tactics which we consider crude, in
fact, he rather excuses the "needless murder, lust, ob-
scenity and cruelty"^ of the borrowed plots, what he
does blame is this insistence of the i!jnglish people to
praise in the same breath everything Shakespearean,
whether it be an exquisite line of verse or the "callous-
sensation mongerins in murder and lust"'^. This is the
type of thing tnat induces i.ir. shaw to strike so fiercely
at the deficiencies in ahakespeare ' s work; it is this
attitude that so thoroughly exasperates him with the ad-
1
-Letter from i;ir. shaw in ''Tolstoi on Shakespeare" - p. 168
2-i-'reface to "Man and superman"
3-introduction to Dramatic opinion and ijjssays - p. 15 -
4-Mr. Kobert aridges - north American - March 1922
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mirers of Shakespeare that at first sight, we think he
is blaming the dramatist when, in reality, he is ridicul-
ing the praise -giver . Air, Shaw realizes that Shakespeare
wrote many things to please an audience which delighted
in coarse jests and comedy, bloodshed and brawls, but to
consider these things in the light of genius is to be
marked as "a descendant of the blockheads for whom
Shakespeare wrote"^. No veneration for genius should
blind one to the fact tnat "tne foolish things were
written for the foolish, the filtny for tne filthy and
trie brutal for tne brutal"^.
As I have said, Mr, Shaw directs the irony of his
wratn against the annotators of Shakespeare who would
ask us to worship him and at the same time "join in a
conspiracy to make him unintelligible, unenjoyable and
inaccessible''^, To fight against this common tendency,
Mr, Snaw and others of his opinion have found it necess-
ary to broadcast the weaknesses of Shakespeare in order
to point out just what is admirable in the plays. r,ir,
Shaw, with his usual honesty, refuses to adopt the
tactics of the ijardolators and presume that what is
objectionable is not Shakespearean, we found Pope doing
this sort of tning in regard to certain of tne plays and
presuming tnat only "some characters, single scenes and
a few particular passages were of his ( 3hakespeare ' 8
)
l-SlietkeaiJetuLt! and Shav; - Sewanee iteview - 1906
^-llr, Karl Young - iMorth American - L-iarcn 19223-i^rnest lioyd
- "Literary i^lasphemies" t ptlf
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hand"-*-. Coleridge was of the same mind for in speaking
of "Love's Labour's Lost" and some other of tne not en-
tirely genuine plays he thought ne "could point out to
one-half line what was really snaiiespeare"^. This attit-
ude has built up an almost impregn-ible wall whicn certain
modern critics are now besieging; but tne wall is slowly
crumbling before their merciless attacks, and when the
smoke of battle has cleared away, we snail be able to
see what lies behind. The beauty of bhakespeare will be
isolated and shine all the orighter when we need not
behold it througn a barricade of false appreciation,
which holds up everything he wrote as worthy of the mast-
er's hand. When admiring a beautiful picture we do not
exclaim, "How beautiful is the frame'* especially if it
be a hideous one. why should we Lhen make so much of
the ii:lizabethan mold in which ahakespeare has cast his
work, and assume that because he has employed methods
common to his contemporaries they are to be regarded as
being sacred because Shakespeare used tnemy There is a
great deal of truth in v,/hat Mr. Shaw has said regarding
Shakespeare's genius, "If nothing were left of Shakespeare
but his genius, our Shakespeareolators would miss all that
they admire in him" . This is the type of thing tnat people
refuse to take seriously in Shaw because they think he is
1
-Shakespeare and tiis Critics - p. 90
2-il«!^i?iaiigBM?e''i}ec?B!e4?i2^^^^^^^^^ snakespeare"
3-"Literary i^lasphemies" - p. 34
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mereli^ trying to be witty. On the contrary ne has summed
up in one sentence an apt criticism of much that nas been
called bnakespearean criticism,
Mr, Shaw is willing to concede to Shakespeare great
skill as a portrayer of human cnaracter. iie refuses to
go to tne length of the i^omantic school, and find em-
bodied in his people the greatest ideas aoout life, for
as an original tninker, :vir. Shaw woulo almost discredit
Shakespeare^* JNor is he alone in this assertion, for
Sir Leslie Stephen says if they I philosophical theories)
are compaled in Shakespeare's plays "they are concealed
so cleverly that I'll have to wait for a profound critic
to reveal them" 2, Mr. G. Bernard Shaw attributes the
Shakespearean delineation of character to "the turn of
the line wnich lets us into the secret of the utterer's
mood ana temperament'
,
and not to the common-place
meaning. I'he most he will say for snakespeare ' s thought
content is well expressed in rope's line; he gave us
"what oft was thought but ne'er so well expressed" ,
Mr. Shaw marvels at tne genius of the man wno could
clotne hackneyed thougnt in language of such exquisite
beauty.
TO illustrate his statement, our modern thinker
takes a concrete example; Mr. Shaw feels tiiat leQedick,,
1-Mr. V/illiam Archer a prominent London critic, and one
v/ho influenced Shaw disputes snakespeare ' s riH:ht to be
ranked as a colossal intellect. "The Old Drama and the
IJew" - p. 125
2-3ewanee i^eview - 1908
3-Hubbell and «eaty - "Introduction to Drama" - p. 133

in "Much Ado About iMOthing", must have covered Shakespeare
with shame in his later years, for his lack of wit and
coarseness of speech. Searcn the speeches of tne "Merry
Grentleman" as you will for thought content and you will
be unrewarded, xou will be charmed with the music of
the words and not feel disillusioned, for tne stupendous
genius of snakespeare need not speak didactically, Mr.
Shaw^ has taken a couple of lines from the play to show
wnerein the master of words has charmed us with the music
of nis art without expressing any thought, but by merely
using commonplace remarks, iseatrice says to aenedick,
"I wonder that you v/ill still be talking, Senior lien-
edick: nobody marks you", to which the gentlemen re-
plies "Oh, my dear Lady Disdain, are you still lix^ingr"
Mr. Shaw transforms the above into what would be in his
estimation, a modern un-shakespearean equivalent, and
fails not to impress us with the beauty of the former,
it is doubtful if he will ever be completely forgiven
by Shakespearean admirers for daring to paraphrase • the
speech of Beatrice thus, "Hold your jaw", and lienedick
"Oh, you're here, are you, you beauty"? IJobody but
Shaw would presume to take such liberty with even one
line of Shakespeare, but nas he in an^. way spoiled the
effect? He has impressed upon his readers, after tne
first shock is over, the skill ofthe man who could
1 -Academy 52:455
c
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make even the most common and, in other hands, vulgar
expressions charm the ear. ^Jhould this seem to be an
extreme case, we might convince ourselves by talcing
some of the most beautiful poetic passages in the plays
and reduce them to common terms, v/e do not want to
do this lor we feel we are destroying beauty needless-
ly. Doubtless, f.ir. Shaw would have preferred to re-
frain also, but his desire to see ohakespeare loved
for his beauty, and the pain it costs him to hear
people praise tney knovv; not what has urged him on.
This one passage would not suffice to prove that
Shakespeare is not an original thinker, but it does,
as Mr. Shaw hoped it would, so startle us that we
shall not be likely to talk of ahakespeare' s genius
in a thoughtless manner without realizing he is a
great musician of words, and that, through the medium
of the linglish language, he has portrayed a world of
men and women akin to us.
Mr. Shaw is not trying? to prove that ahakespeare
had no brains, or as the Kestoration critics and even
Dry den would have it, that he was merely inspired, to
say a man is not an original thinii.er is not to brand
him as a dullard, for even the most advanced thinker
of any age is bound, in a greater or less degree, by
the prevailing beliefs of his time, bhakespeare was
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not concerned with the subtle reasoning of the philoso-
phers, iie was too human for that, tie saw man's nature
as it is and ever shall be until the end of time, and
thus he drew it out of the genius of his understanding.
There is nothing of the superhuman in Shakespeare*
s
world of men and women for he has portrayed jUst us
ordinary mortals with the problems of life before us.
We ordinary mortals are not concerned with propounding
theories of advanced thought and so it would follow,
that, from the nature of his genius, we should not
expect Shakespeare to be an advanced thinker. The
Romanticists thougnt taat the wisdom which they beheld
in Shakespeare was more than the everyday truths of
human life, for they confused the thought -content
with the genius of him who expressed better than any-
one else "the trumperies and commonplaces of a wisdom
1
which age brings to us all'* . It is hard to make
people believe this, says Mr. Shaw , for the ordinary
person, and the English in particular, like to flatter
themselves that they have listened to the profundity
of Shakespeare's thought and comprehended with ease.
J^'ortunately , we are slowly growing out of this nabit
of reading into Shakespeare tnings iie never intended
us to see taere, Mr. Shaw^ and Mr. Ernest Boyd^
say in chorus^ "We have nothing to learn from Shakespeare
1-Mr. snaw - rjorth American r;eview - March 1^22
2-Academy 52:453
3-"Literary blasphemies" - p.o2-33
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for he has no message for mankind." This is not echoed
so much in a tone of rehuke, as in a manner to cure
people of the habit of looking for the wrong thing to
praise in Shakespeare. We do not want Shakespeare to
have made a system of thought for his race, for it
would have been temporary and today we would be div-
ided from him because his ideas would be foreign to
us. Thoughts, like manners and customs, have tneir
day and cease to be. Shakespeare merely clothed his
poetic genius in tne temporary fashions of his day
which are easily thrown aside; and there is left for
us, not a system of thought, but personalities like
ourselves expressing themselves tnrough the poetic
medium of genius.
Mr. "5haw is not infallible as a critic of ^5hake-
speare, else we should be wasting our time in giving
even a passing thought to the criticisms of other men.
ae loves, even worships, the stupendous genius of the
iilizabethan who "in sheer imaginative and creative
power towers above our standards"-^, but ne will not
allow his love to blind him to Shakespeare's faults,
it is not that they stand foremost in his mind and,
in any way, eclipse his appreciation of genius. He
only means to exonerate tne great one by ridiculing
those wno love blindly and do not give praise where
1-vVillam Archer - "The Old Drama and tne i^jew" - p. 125
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it is due.
More Greneral Trends of criticism .
While Mr. atoll is busy explaining ahakespeare '
s
characters historically, and Mr. Shaw is spending his
time killing conventionalities, other critics are offer-
ing their contributions to the ever swelling volume of
Snakespearean controversy, m point of interest, the
characters hold tne stage, whetner they be interpreted
as individuals or compared with one another or introduced
to tne creations of modern dramatists. There seems to
be no end to what can be said about Shakespearean men
and women.
Shakespearean Tragedy.
Critics^ like i^rofessor A. u. Bradley are primarily
interested in the tragic figures of Shakespeare. The
skeptics emphasize the fact that the old plots demanded
tne death of these characters but; tnat is not an ad-
equate explanation. in the case of namlet it is not
sufficient to say that his death is purely historical,
it would be more fair to argue that bhakespeare created
a namlet, wno, by nature of his being was doomed to de-
struction, for when the master dramatist allows nis
creations to come to a tragic end, he is not ''killing
needlessly"-^ and trying to excuse his method by calling
l-i*ir. li.is.Shaw's opinion: "Quintessence of ibenism" - p. 229
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it fate, in Shakespeare, "character is destiny*""-
.
Hamlet reacted to his environment in the only way possible
for a cnaracter with his particular traits. The more
poetic and less speculative Othello, would have killed
the King and ended the play, whereas, Hamlet would have
seen through the trick which deceived Uthello, JS'o
two persons with the same start in life ever come to the
same end. ahakespeare says "There* s a divinity that
shapes our ends", which is something beyond our immediate
control. One person will surmount all kinds of dif-
ficulties, another v;ill make a failure of life under the
most favorable conditions. Like Hamlet, we all are
subject to our own peculiar nature, and v/hat we have in
us will out, .vhether or not our lives end in tragedy
depends upon our circumstances.
If, as Mr. Shaw says, tJhakespeare kills needlessly^
why do we speak of the tragedy of riamlet or Othello or
of anotner character i have not mentioned before, Romeo
,
and why not of olaudius, lago, Tybalt? The latter, we
feel, only received their due, but in the case of namlet,
Othello and Komeo, we cannot say the same thing. These
three, like many other characters in bhakespeare, meet
the fate of the evil ones through no apparent fault of
their own. is Shakespeare then, killing needlessly,
purposely destroying both good and evil, perhaps to
1-John Henneman - "Shakespeare in Kecent Years"
Sewanee Keview - 1908
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please a blood-thirsty audience? If he were, we should
cease to speak of his plays as tragedies. As we look
into the lives of those wnom Shakespeare meant to be
tragic, we observe, as in the case of namlet, that their
destiny is determined by the nature of their character.
To bear this out in another instance, let us take
the case of liomeo, whom Mr. Harris^ calls the younger
twin brother of Hamlet, ne is an impetuous, daring
youth, who goes to the home of his greatest enemy, Cap-
ulet, where he meets and falls in love with his host's
daughter, Juliet. More than that, he dares to enter
the garden of his fair lady wherein discovery would
mean instant death to him or his opponent. Tnen, he
marries Juliet in spite of tne family feud, and shortly
afterwards tries to end the duel between his friend,
Mercutio, and Tybalt, of the house of uapulet. This re-
sults in iviercutio's death, wnich Komeo must avenge. All
these events, none of which are other than an e:xpression
of Komeo*s pleasing personality, and we should think
the less of him had he acted differently in any case,
result in his death, uircumstances beyond his control
bear a relation to his cnaracter whicn ends in tragedy.
Shakespeare is not to blame, ne created, but could
not control the destinj' of nis heroes and heroines,
unless like iiis contemporaries he had been without
l-"Realistic uriticism" - Academy - April - 1914
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"his glorious insight into human nature and tne laws of
GrOd"^ . ahakespeare • s heroic men and women are destroyed
2by "the excess of some trait*' as Mr. Masefield puts it.
Although men may smile at tne ending of wamlet and the
rest, and protest against a i^'ate who destroys both in-
nocent and guilty "'tis true, 'tis pity, and pity 'tis,
'tis tnie to life"^.
Comparison of Shakespearean Characters
.
Critics have spent time endeavoring to show where-
in certain of Shakespeare's characters are like-person-
alities, i^ir. 'J, 3. Shaw in his preface to "The Dark
Lady of the sonnets", expresses the opinion that Shake-
speare's heroes are differentiated by wnat they do more
than by what they are. "Macbeth is riamlet committing
murders and engaging ir_ hand to nand combat". It is true
we can trace certain similarities in the two characters.
I'he "pigeon-livered" Hamlet and Macbeth who is "too full
of the milk of numan kindness" are both imaginative and
poetic souls, who shrink from committing cold-blooded mur-
der, but it does not follow from this that tne two are
essentially the same, imagine Hamlet in Macbeth' s circum-
stances, with a Lady Hamlet who urged him on to revenge by
calling him coward "afraid to be the same in act and valor
as thou
1 -Mr , John ''aimer - "Present Disrepute of Shakespeare"
Living Age - July 24, 1916
2-vVilliam Shakespeare - p. 208
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art in desire." Would she have succeeded? Yes, in the
same degree as did tne gnost of uamlet's father, arous-
ing his imagination for the instant, but as for the deed,
she must needs have performed it herself, if it were done.
Shakespeare's Hamlet and iiiacbeth are not one and the same
man. That which would stir one on to action would be en-
tirely lost upon the other.
Are hamlet and Koraeo more akin to each other than
Hamlet and Macbeth? Mr. b'rank narris would nave us be-
lieve that "Hamlet is the later finished picture of wnich
Homeo was merely the charming sketch"^. Then Hamlet
is iiomeo grown up, with his imagination still, but with
passion matured to thought, as the problems of life
bear weight upon him. Accordingly, we snould expect to
see signs of this transformation as i^omeo betakes him-
self to Juliet* s tomb, for since their parting he has
lived many years. Me has grown from youth to manhood
before his time, by reason of the sorrows life has thrust
upon him. ant do we behold the meditating hamlet in the
dying Komeo, and feel that had he lived lon^el*' IJTiake-
speare would have had no need to create tne "melancholy
Dane"? There is something in each of them, and in iviac-
beth, wnich marks the man as a thing apart, just as in
real life each individual is himself first, and then has
traits in common with certain of his fellow-beings.
1 -Realistic criticism - Academy - April iyi4
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Because two souls have been endowed by their creator
with a nighly sensitive imagination, it does not follow
that they are everywhere the same, and under any cir-
cumstances, their liv6s would have a tragic ending.
Liinor Snakespearean Characters
.
In Shakespeare's major characters, just as in us,
we find "a certain redundancy but much of inexhaustibility
of thought and fancy''^, for some of us are more alike
than others, but none of us are all alike. JMor need we
restrict ourselves to the prominent figures in Shake-
speare's worlo to be assured that he nas created indiv-
iduals of nis own imagining who are as true to life as
you or I. Dramatists today do not feel they need always
portray tae man of woman in prominent circumstances, for
in characters of less degree, there is as much ana some-
times more of human interest than jn those of high estate.
Although Shakespeare followed the convention of his age
and created iieroes and heroines of hign degree, he fore-
shadowed the modern movement, by treating sympathetically,
the most insignificant serving-man and woman. Certain
critics, among them Professor aradley, manifest interest
in these characters of less importance. As an illustration
of the type of criticism I have introduced into this thesis
an article from the Contemporary Keview of 1^2^. v/e find
1
-Contemporary Keview - March 1925
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that Shakespeare's Minors are not mere prescriptions to
be filled out when a play requires a lady-in-waiting,
a page or servant. Shakespeare was too great a genius
to be content with anybody less then an individual per-
sonality^, however small tne role. Although they are not
so specific in detail, ne has "revealed one of nis great-
est talents, in his power of divining what passes through
the mind of uneducated people, old people, drunken people
These smaller folk, "who stroll through tne play,
and give it atmosphere" are a convincing group and
have a definite part in the stirring pageants of life
which Shakespeare depicts. We should miss them if they w
were not there to play their tiny roles and then fade out
of tne picture when they have served their purpose. They
are a motley crew with "their own affections, passions,
joys, sorrows, ambitions, and temptations"^, x^owhere
does Shakespeare shov; himself more sympathetic then with
these.
As we glance at one group of these minor characters,
the ladies-in-waiting, we are impressed with the re-
markable imaginative knowledge Shakespeare had of women.
Lord Byron once said of them, "Shakespeare's women are
women all over"^. V/hat could be more intensely feminine
than the sharp-tongued Iviargaret with her love of "grace-
ful and excellent fashions"^, who in league with Ursula,
1-John Cnapman - "A GHance toward Snakespeare" - p. 20
2-"Contemporary Review" - uaroh 1923
3-"Much Ado About Nothing" - Act III - Scene iV
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plots to trick her mistress' cousin, iieatrice, into
marrying Benedick: or the coy little Alice who tried to
instruct her mistress and vastly amuses the King by her
faltering remark, "I cannot tell what is haiser in
English'*-^? There is tne mocking Catherine whose con-
ceits had "wings swifter tnan arrows, bullets, wind,
thoughts swifter things"^, and the "merry nimble"^
Rosalind, as little akin to i-iargaret or Alice as to the
matronly dignified Patience^ whose "sweetness and re-
signation^ comforted the heartsick Queen in her last
hours of earthly sorrow. The aaring Cxiarmian, who
would have the soothsayer give her good fortune, makes
so bold as to reprove the fiery Cleopatra at times, but
sne is no less loyal to ner royal mistress tnan the more
tender and gentle Iras wno pleads with the Queen to com-
fort Antony after nis defeat. The Abbess i^Jmilia, a
shrewd observer of lire and its motives, with character-
istic artifice forces Adriana to confess her guilt in
driving her husband mad. ahe , unlike the narrow-minded
Francisca (Measure for Measure) is not a typical nun but
5
a "lovable and strong cnaracter" . And so they p-o on
and on, ever loyal and devoted to those wnom they serve,
until we wonder that tneir creator did not exhaust his
wits and beg them play a double role while ne rested his
1-"King rienrv tne i?'ifth" - Act III - Scene Y
2-"Love's Labour's Lost"' - Act v - Scene II
3-."King Henry the i::ighth"-
4-Constance Spender Contemporary Keview - iiarch 1923
5-"Loves Labour's Lost"
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weary brain.
ant Shakespeare delighted too much in hie creations
to bid his fancy deprive us of that group, not lessgay
and witty than the first, which flits across tne stage
with all the charm of youth, we cannot resist the
sweet child i.iamillus whose "shy coyness"*^ has an ever
ready answer to his father's fond raillery. Sharp and
observant is he, even as the pert page, Kobin^ and that
"dear imp"^: who warbles to please his master. Moth, at
tne bottom of his impishness is a real boy, without the
boldness of the little baggage wno answers xJenedick so
promptly,
Shakespeare has sketched another side of child-
life which we grov;n-ups with our greater responsibilities,
often underestimate, vrfe forget that the tender mind of
a cnild is easily depressed oy its little sorrows which
seem so trivial to us. The tiny son of Macduff elicits
our sympatny when, upon hearing of his fatner'S flight,
says he will live as birds do, "with what i get, 1
mean"^. The cnildish prattle ceases wnen the little
lad hears his father called traitor and he courageously
defies the murderer in the outspoken manner of youth,
"Thou liest, thou shag-haired villain"^.
1-" Winter' s Tale"
E-Uonstance iipender - contemporary iieviev; - March 19E3
3-"rhe Merry Wives of V/indsor"
4-"Loves Labours Lost" - Act i - Scene il
5-Act iV - Scene il
6-"Love8 Labours Lost" - Act I - Scene il
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Children are more highly imaginative than older
folk, 'i'he little page of Paris fears the churchyard,
pernaps has visions of ghosts and goblins but ne says
"Yet will 1 venture"-^. He reminds us of tne boy,
Lucius, whose soul is filled with childish terror by
his poor tongueless aunt Lavinia. iviuch as he fears her,
"See how swift she comes"^^ ne does not wish to nurt
her feelings and explains, "Alas, sweet aunt, 1 know
not what you mean"
«
Although ahakespeare shows contempt for the great
middle class, wnose speeches are usually absurd and
wide of the mark, he "thinks well of servants and even
minor attendants"^. The faitnful heart of old Adam,
that best of servants, is reflected in those servants
of Tiraon, who, though dismissed, yet wear his livery.
Servants are, as a rule, a light-hearted and gossiping
group Vt/hich Shakespeare has portrayed in &its, ^oluickly
,
who in spite of her wasning, wringing, brewing, baking
and making beds, finds time to play the go-between for
i^'alstaff and his friends and also for Anne page and
her lovers, uer fellow-servant, .john Kugley, is "an
honest willing, kind fellow"^ whose worst fault is
that he is given to prayer. Life-like they are, and
how ingenious was the mind that fasnioned themi Mr.
1-"i<omeo and juliet" - Act v - scene ill
2-"'i'itus Andronious" - Act iV - scene i
3-Dontemporary Keviev; - Marcn 1923
4- ''Merry wives of Windsor" -
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jj'rank Harris may be right when he says that "humanity
cannot be penned up even in Shakespeare^ s brain"^, but
we cannot read his plays and oorne in contact with that
"photographic panorama of all types and degrees of men'*2
and not find an amazingly accurate copy of the stirring
pageants of life around us.
Shakespeare and Ibsen
.
Modern dramatists depict life as they see it, but
their characters are not more life-like than Shakespeare's,
Mr. Gr. B. Shaw delights in comparing the two dramatists
he esteems so highly and asserts thafbhakespeare is
alive by what ne has in common with ibsen'*^, meaning,
presumably, that neither playwright ever makes his char-
acters act conventionally. But Mr. Shaw feels there is a
want not supplied by Shakespeare, which makes Ibsen's
plays the more important to us, "Shakespeare puts our-
selves but not our situations on the stage, ibsen gives
us not only ourselves but ourselves in our own situations"^.
However that may be, there is a fundamental dif-
ference in the characters of tne two dramatists. Ibsen,
by reason of nis technique, creates individuals wnose
psychological consistency cannot be so easily questioned
5
as Shakespeare's. He adds "trait to trait" until he has
1
-
Academy - April lyl4
2-Pelix Srendon - "Shakespeare and S^mw" - Sewanee Review 1908
3-"Quinte83enoe of Ibsenism" - p. 226-230
4-"QuintessenGe of ibsenism" - p. 228*230
5
-
Mr. Joiin Palmer - Living Age - Jul^ 24, 1916
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constructed a logical whole, whereas Shakespeare conceived
his characters intuitively. n they come upon the scene,
they are possessed of a vitality and will which acts
powerfully upon us, so powerfully that "we assume at once
that we know all abjut thera"^. By reason of this differ-
ence, we regard the actions of the former as illustrative
of the caaracters. But Hamlet is not the product of what
he says and does, iie is a man complete from the first
and comes before us, not that we may see him develop, but
just to visit with us for a time, we do not judge him
by wnat he does and call him cruel , for we know that he
is by nature kind, we must judge Ibsen's men by what
they do, for v;e have no other clue. if 'lamlet acts
cruelly, we know that he is acting out of his nature due
to "the chance perversity of the moment""^. It is not
difficult to see t^at Ibsen's characters cannot be lab-
elled inconsistent, where as ohakespeare ' s , like people
in real life, cannot be depended upon to always act
properly.
Shakespeare' s Skill as a Playwright
.
It is only in recent years that bhakespeare nas be-
2
come "appreciated as a playv;right" . That the Hestoration
critics rewrote the plays and men of the eighteenth cen-
tury sought to improve them by such innovations as play-
1-Mr. John Palmer - Living Age - Jul^' 24, 1916
^-Walter Clayton - i?'orum - 1907
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ing "Xear" with a '^Polyanna ending"-'- and having "Romeo
and Juliet" live to bid each otner a last farewell, to
say nothing of cutting such scenes as the gravedigger
in "Hamlet" and the porter in "Macbeth", did not con-
cern the people of the nineteenth century very much,
because they did not esteem the art of playwriting. The
modern world is tremendously interested in play product-
ion and the dramatist holds a position of so great im-
portance that producers are forced to adapt their
theatres to meet the demands of the author. The time
was when the situation was quite the reverse. This new
movement has brought Shakespeare into his own, and has
stimulated interest in nim as a playwright, in this
field, the diligent research of the historical critics
is indispensable, for to understand Shakespeare's tech-
nique, we must have some knowledge of tne stage for which
he wrote.
Shakespeare * s Technique
.
Shakespeare's reputation has soared by leaps and
bounds in this century because of the exalted position
of the dramatist. Men nave carefully gone into tne
structure of tne plays, and with their knowledge of his
stage, have found that the Elizabethan's skill as a man
of tne tneatre was second to none. I'jven Mr. 0. Bernard
i-John Mason Brown - Theatre Arts - July 1926
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Shaw who prefers to save his praise for tne poetic gen-
ius of Shakespeare, is roused to action oy those wno pre-
sume to underestimate the perfection of his workmanship
for he says "Shakespeare with all his shortcomings was
a very great playwrignt"^ . He regrets that £<ir. Pinero,
Mr. Grundy and Llonsieur Sardou had not been persuaded to
learn from him how to write a play "without wasting the
first hour of the performance in tediously explaining
2its 'construction'" .
Mr, Shaw is saying with Professor Bradley that
Shakespeare's expositions are masterpieces, in a few
scenes, we are able "to master the situation"^ and, in
tiie story-telling type of play, this is not so easy a
matter, for the metnod must be dramatic, 'x'ne street
brawl in "Romeo and Juliet" is an excellent example of
Shakespeare's skill. He learn of the family feud and
in a most natural manner, the characters come upon the
stage without confusing the reader, i'he opening of
"Richard II" and "The Comedy of Errors" if not so ex-
cellent for we cannot help feeling somewhat tnat the
speaker is addressing us.
As the play advances, with scene following scene
in rapid succession, the reader is carried along and
loses nothing of the sequence of thjugnt, for all is
clear and perfectly logical. There are no long or un-
1-The Nation - April 88, 1926
2-Dramatic Opinions and I'^ssays - vol. I - p. 115
3-3hakespearean Tragedy - p. 42
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explained gaps of time, for if the hero is called away
upon a journey, ne does nof appear again until a suf-
ficient length of tirae has elapsed to enable him to make
the journey and return. It occasion necessitates pro-
longed absence, Shakespeare throws a scene in between,
and introduces a sub-plot. Skill is required to pre-
vent the two trends of thought from becoming entangled;
Shakespeare is equal to the occasion and rushes the
main plot and its subsidiary "forward with equal rapidity
toward their clash at the climax"-^. I.Tr. Maccowan^ calls
our attention to the fact that Shakespeare's technique
reminds us more of the modern scenario-writer than the
modern dramatist.
Shakespeare's plays do not according to all the
critics snow the same power of stage-grasp, iie dev-
eloped his skill as he continued to write. Mr. Gteorge
E
P. Baker clearly illustrates this point by observing
that at first he (Shakespeare) was deficient in the act
of telling a story dramatically, as an examination of
"Love's Labour's Lost" reveals. The "Comedy of ilrrors"
shows increasing skill and in tne "Merchant of Venice",
Shakespeare has interwoven tnree stories in a masterly
fashion, tiis power of dramatic presentation developed
rapidly. Mr. Shaw, whose favorable criticism is not to
be despised, praises Shakespeare's art in that "most
1 -Century - July 1922
2-"Shakespeare and His Critics" - p. ^42
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effective sample of Komantic nonsense in existence , for
which tne autnor publicly disclaims any responsibility
for its pleasant and cheap falsehood bythrjwing it in
the face of tne public with the phrase, "As You Like It"-^.
He believes that the thing is done as well as it can be
done within the limits of human faculty.
Shakespeare' s Conventions .
Shakespeare's conventions are those of his age; and
as ours are different, we are likely to underestimate
their importance in the njlizabethan theatre, in the case
of the soliloquy, "it is necessary for us to appreciate
pits value in iihakespeare ' s plays" . Most important things
are revealed by its use, and, with the Elizabethan audience
it was a legitimate means of bringing them in sympathy
with tne actor. They felt much as we should if we were
to come upon a person airing his sorrows in the private
of his chamber. The soliloquy is used so little in our
day that it seems artificial to us, out, in order to
appreciate Shakespeare as a playwright, we must learn to
look beyond this and other dramatic practices of a past
age.
l-3ewanee Keview - 1^08
£-riardin Craig - i-jnglisn Journal - October 1924
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Shakespeare' s Faults in "Structure.
Shakespeare's workmanship is not perfect, for gen-
ius in any form is likely to disregard the minor faults
which persons of - average intelligence can point out«
In many of the plays, there are scenes wnich do not
assist the action of the play, and speeches which are
"undramatic" ."^ Mercutio's long speech on Queen iiiab,
Falstaff's on honor and Jacques' on the seven ages of
man are not necessary. Doubtless, the i^ilizabethans and
Shakespeare delighted in these outbursts of words. Al-
though Shakespeare holds a high position by virtue of
his mastery of dramatic craftsmanship, "he does not
attain the perfection of workmanship that characterizes
p
a lesser dramatist like Kacine'"^.
Modern atage Productions of Shakespeare ' s Plays
.
Because Shakespeare's manners and customs and lan-
guage are so different from those employed by modern
dramatists, the problem of staging his plays is a dif-
ficult one, in that a solution of the difficulties lies
in no one thing. Mr. Lrranville-iJarker , an iunglish play
Wright and producer of rank, suggests tnat the only way
to meet the situation is that those who possess an in-
timate knowledge of tne possibilities and limitations
of both tne contemporary and Elizabethan stage work out
1
-Dukes, A. - Theatre Arts - March 19ii5
2-Hubbell and aeaty - "An introduction to Drama" p. 133
3-iale Keview - January - 1926
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a solution in the case of each play,
until recently, little attention has been -paid to
^Shakespeare , the playwright. As a result, many per-
lormances have been very poor and lovers of the plays
have felt tnat they preferred to read tnem in the quiet
of tneir study rather tnan see them misrepresented upon
the stage. This is a strange aversion when we remember
that Shakespeare wrote, not for the few, hut the whole
uneducated mass who went to tne theatre to see plays.
His whole purpose was to write for production, fur he
cared so little for his work as literature that he did
not trouble, as lien jonson, to write it down for posterity.
Many modern critics are very harsn in their attitude to-
ward modern productions, which tney say have taken no
heed of Shakespeare as a playwrient. ivir. iijrnest j3oyd^
asserts tnat almost never has the ^unglish-speaking
world achieved an actual performance of Shakespeare '
8
own work, ijor does he stand alone in this. ivir. j^ernard
Shaw, upon witnessing certain productions of the plays
goes home to write nis opinions of what ne has seen
under the title, "poor Shakespeare"^. He feels sorely
disappointed tnat the performances have failed to bring out
any real idea of "the theatrical power, brilliance and
effectiveness of tnis great practical playwright" .
These criticisms bring to mind tne opinion of .r.r.
1-jiirnest jsoyd - "Literary alaspnemies" - p. 21
8-"Dramatic opinions and iissays" - vol.1 - p. 24
5
-north American - March 1922
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Shaw that we are growing out of bhakespeare and he
(Shakespeare; is becoming, like Byron "a household pet""^.
Is it true that sihakespeare has lost prestige and is not
able to compete with modern writers, or would it be more
correct to say tnat we are living in a period which marks
the beginning of a great t>hakespearean revival? undoubt-
edly, the tendency of the times is to increase the num-
ber and quality of productions of the plays. we have
only to take note of vvhat is going on in our own city to
test tne truth of this assertion, within a month three
companies nave found it profitable to stage Shakespearean
productions here, and no one company has spoiled the other's
chances of success. This does not prove anything, of
course, but it aoes testify tnat Shakespeare is still able
to nold attention on the stage, that people will attend
productions of the plays if they are presented, as those
of modern dramatists, in an attractive manner, now
many people would go to see even the most popular modern
play if they felt, beforehand, that the production would
be a poor one? There seems to be no caune to fear that
bhakespeare, tne playwright, is door.ed to an untimely
end. Producers do not so greatly concern themselves
with something that has ceased to be of use, nor do critics
of Mr. Shaw's ability waste their time wrangling over the
production of something that is not worthy the name of
1
-North American - March 1922
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play.
Those who criticize modern performances remind us of
Mr. Shaw, whose practice it is, not to reprove Shakespeare
himself, hut rather those people who write about him and
produce his plays. To the ever-swelling volume of crit-
icism of Shakespeare* 3 people may be added another newer
volume of criticism, that of the presentation of these
people upon the stage. Again, we owe much to the hist-
orical critic whose efforts have been instrumental in
creating this new interest. Today, a critic does not
write tnat such and such an actor did or did not play his
part well, but that such and such a producer did or did
not do credit to tne great playwright, anakespeare, on
his stage.
The question, how shall we stage i^hakespeare today
is still iinanswered, although his plays have been pro-
duced for over tnree hunored years. Mr. Hrranville-
Barker's suggestion of wnich i have spokei^i before, does
not solve the problem, for no two producers come to the
same conclusion, opinion is fairly evenly divided be-
tween tnose who insist tnat the modern type of product-
ion is best,^ and tnose who demand that snakespeare
ought to be presented on a stage approximating the one
for which he wrote . The modernists declare tnat
Shakespeare loses notning by being presented in the dress
p"So>.i:!^'i^T.^^^^'^ " Outlook - September 30, 19252-Jienneth Maccowan - uentury - July iy22
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and setting of our day, whereas the "Elizabethans" are
of tne opinion that he is not done justice on a stage
that requires him to be distorted as a playwright, and
made ridiculous by having his "medieval""'" gentlemen
look like moderns and talk like nilizabethans
.
Problems of Dress *
All the talk about 3hakespe?.re in modern dress,
which the modern productions have caused, does not mean
very much because the idea is as old as Shakespeare him-
self, and even as ancient as the 'ireeks. Shakespeare nas
always been played in modern dress until comparatively
recent times. Our tradition "with its archaeological
costumes goes back no farther than the cradle songs of C.ueen
Victoria"^. In Restoration times and during the reifrn of
the four 'Jreorges^ costumes of the day were used on the
Shakespearean stage. Jne great GJarrick, the foremost act-
or of tne eighteenth century, played nacbeth in contem-
porary dress. ^ v/hy then all this fuss about Hamlet in
a dress-suit, loimge suit, golf togs and bowler nat?
"If he is the deathless man of tne stage v;hy should he
not be made contemporaneous?"^
When actors and actresses put on costumes of an-
other day there is grave danger tnat they will cease
1-Literary Digest - Liarch 3, 1^28
2-John Mason i^rown - Theatre Arts - 1926
3-Dr. Max Huhner - Poet Lore - june 1926
4-Literary Digest - uctober 3, 1925
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to speak and act as human geings. An actress, who was
attending a modern performance asked the reason for this,
which she acknowledp^ed to be very true^. The performers
naturally feel antiquated, and are not so likely to
tnrow themselves into their r^les as naturally as in mod-
ern costumes. Although there is much adverse opinion
and critics worry themselves over problems which should
be left to tne producer (such as the type of nightwear
that Macbeth and Lady Macbeth should appear in if they are
not to be ridiculous ) , there can be no doubt that the
audience is given an opportunity of seeing wherein
Shakespeare is immortal^, wherein ttamlet's problems, for
exfiunple, "become those of a serious young man of to-
day"^.
This play (the critics single it out for discussion)
has suffered intensely from too great admiration and too
little understanding, not only has the hero been pre-
sented to us as a fragile flower whose sunhouse has been
shattered, sub;)ecting him to tne cold winds of destiny,
but he has been so over-emphasized that the rest of the
cliaracters nave nad to retreat almost out of signt. Al-
though this is not the place to discuss an interpretation
of hamlet's irreconcilable actions, it is noteworthy
that rignt nere we have an opportunity of discovering
why his actions have appeared inconsistent. Tne part
1-Uutlook - September 30, 19E5
2
-Literary Digest - March 3, 1928
3-iMr. C. Lewis Hind - Uutlook - September oO, 1925
4-Living Age - October 10, 1925
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has always been taken the leading actor, wno natur-
ally, wished to make himself as conspicuous to the
audience as possible. As a result, the other cnaracters
have not been faithfully interpreted, and, we nave not
been able to understand wny Hamlet dia not run his sword
through that obnoxious villain of an uncle, then and there.
Critics, when commenting upon the modern present-
ations say that never before nave they witnessed such
well roundea productions^. In the case of tiamlet, it
is made clear tnat Shakespeare has not squandered all
his art on the creation of the central figure, tie has
as carefully drawn all the others to show us tnat Hamlet's
introspective nature is in conflict not only with it-
self, but also with the strong character of his uncle,
Claudius. If we see the iling through wamlet's eyes, we
picture him an old time stage-villain; but if we see him
as Shakespeare drew him, we, at once, see the cause of
much of the nephew' s hesitancy to kill him. i.iore than
tnat, v/e say to ourselves, "We are not so modern as we
think v.e are. Why three-nundred years ago, Shakespeare
understood us better tnan we do ourselves and ne had
never neard of psychology I This Hamlet and ulaudius
and 'iertrude and the rest of them are right here in
this audience, tonight". Vi/e will not say tnat we
know a Claudius wno has murdered a young man's father,
1-J^'ortnightly Keview - r^ovember 1926; Outlook September 20,
1925.
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but that we do know a man of Dlaudius' type wno has
Cheated a young man, of whom Hamlet is an example, of
all he held dear. This man, like Claudius, has not
written in black letters all over his face, "I am a vil-
lain". He is so cnarming, magnetic, intelligent and re-
sourceful"^, that even tne injured one doubts, when in
his presence, tnat so (seemingly )likeable a man could
be so full of guile. And here, Shakespeare knew his
business better than we thought. Hamlet cannot kill
the King when he sees him kneeling in prayer, not be-
cause he feared his uncle's soul would go to Heaven,
( this is merely such an excuse as we all would make
for ourselves wnen we wish to avoid performing an un-
pleasant task), but because tne charm of Claudius' per-
sonality acted like a drug, deadening Hamlet's brain and
stirring his highly emotional nature. '.Yhen Hamlet is
alone the spell is broken and he chides xiimself for his
weakness.
This modern method of production has also made
Gertrude seem a very real person, i/hen Hamlet held the
stage, sne was all weakness, a? Claudius was all vil-
lainous. Here, again, we saw her, only tnrough Hamlet's
eyes, a poor, weak, despicable peison. The play, when
presented in true perspective, shows her as a very
1
1-C, L. Hind - Outlook - September ,50, 1925
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attractive woman, the type wnich appeals to certain men
by sheer femininity. She is of weaker stuff than tiamlet;
is it then so great a marvel tnat she would leave her
husband (who, although ne loved her, in all probability
preferred his afternoon nap to amusing her) and become
enamored of the brother who knew so well how to enslave
her very being? This surely would not startle a twentieth
century person.
The lovesick distracted Ophelia, the tedious Polonius,
the blustering Laertes, tne loyal horatio and all the
rest fit as adequately into this picture torn from the
page of life. And this is only one little part of tne
world that Shakespeare has created for us. This master-
piece, alone, would justify all tne time and energy that
men have expended to bring before us on tne stage the
children of Shakespeare's imagination. Of what sign-
ificance are clothes and settings so long as tney serve
the necessary purpose of clothing tne cnaracters, just
as in real life?
Problems of Actors .
Mr. Dukes, who ranks "costume as of- no import-
ance"^ and the speaking of tne lines as all important,
suggests that tne "best way to present tiamlet in modern
dress is to present an undress rehearsal of the play"2,
1-Mr. Granville - ijarker's opinion - ^ale x^eview - Jan. 192
E-Theatre Arts - March I'Jdd
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The purpose of this is tnat the characters will not gain
vividness at the exi)ense of Mr. Shakespeare, poet. Al-
though many complain that the lines and tne modern dress
cannot be reconciled"'', tnose less prejudiced agree that
dinner coats and revolvers cannot destroy what Shake-
speare had to say. If the actors remember tnat tne lines
must not be "slurred and blurred"^, and that an absol-
ute conception of character is established by every
true utterance of a speech. A good actor c-~n make us
forget the incongruity of dress and mode of expression,
for Snakespeare himself has costumed each character in
nis own language, if tne part is well interpreted, "in
less tnan five minutes"^, we forget almost sacn minor
details as costume and become interested in tne affairs
of the numan being who stands before ufi on the stage.
It is the actor's business to convey scene, cnaracter,
feeling, and atmosphere to his auaience tnrough the
medium of rhetoric, for Shakespeare's skill as a play-
wright, "consists in obliging an audience to disbelieve
5tne palpable evidence of its eyes by filling its ears" .
If the actor is not an artist in his own profession this
heavy burden thrown UDon him may prove too great, and
the modern type of production v;ill lay itself open to
l-Hlackwoods - October I'j'db
o-Lir. :iranville-jarker' s opinion - Yale Keview t^an. 1^26
4-L. Abbott - OutlooK - December iiO, 1925
5-J?'ortnigntly - uovember 1925
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the ciiarges of ridicule.
Problems of the Stage ,
Although Shakespeare in modern costume and set-
ting has been favorably commented uron by critics, there
are a great many people who feel tnat we nave little more
right to bring Shakespeare's plays out on our modern stage
than we should have to present modem plays on an Eliz-
abethan stage. They insist, and not without good grounds,
that Shakespeare is not being justly treated when his plays
are "cut up and rearranged to please stage nands of the
realistic theatre"-^. That the plays should be repro-
duced as nearly a;: possible in the original form, is not
an unreasonable demand. The agitators of this new move-
ment are not mere fanatics, who reverence the text and
feel that not a single word or scene ought to be omitted.
They admit that tuere are certain passages "which are not
essential to the development of plot and the revelation
of character"^, for the plays, "fine and precious as they
are not perfect"^.
Those who favor the Klizabethan type of production,
argue that much of the beauty of Shakespeare is lost and
his skill as a dramatist is not empnasized when the plays
are artificially marked into scenes and acts. It is true
that Shakespeare had no such division in mind wnen he
1-is.ennet,n r.accowan - (Jentury - july 19H2
2-iVir, William
, /inter - uurrent opinion 1917
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fashioned the plays, for laoii of soenery on the Eliza-
bethan stage made them unnecessary. The cry is, let us
get "back to Shakespeare""^, fashion a stage as nearly as
possible like the one for which he wrote. Then we shall
be able to enjoy these "moving pageants of speech, act-
ion and color"^ as they were enjoyed in Shakespeare's
time, on a stage waich affords opportunity for a swift
and l:,rical performance.
'7.
Mr. George liernard Shaw
,
who never misses an op-
portunity to rap modern stage productions, is a firm
believer inthe art of ::5hakespeare ' s stage-craft, tie
favors tne idea of reverting to a method of presentation
that will leave the plays unaltered, in his "Dramatic
Opinion and Essays"^ he rejoices that the number of
possible ways of altering Shakespeare's plays unsuccess-
fully but "hastens on the day when the mere desire for
novelty will lead to the experiment of leaving them un-
altered". He makes no mention of an iiilizabethan type
of stage as a possible means of arrivi]ig at a solution
of tne problem. This does not detract from the value
of his opinion for it is not his custom to ofrer re-
medies for tne evils he attacks.
"The experiment of leaving them unaltered" has al-
ready attracted wide attention. The movement began in
1-ilennetn i.iaccov/an - century - july 1922
2
-Llr. J.Dover Wilson - Annual :inakespeare liecture ofBritish Academy 1929.
Shaw has been called the most provocative tneatrical
critic in Migland - jworth American - iviarch 1922
4-p.ld6
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liermany^, and has srradually fouiid its way back to the
home of Shakespeare, wnere the Stratford Repertory
Cornpany look forward to tne day when the completion of
the i\iational Theatre will make it possible to produce
the plays as tney were written. I'he problem is not so
simple as it may sound for the form of the stage is only
the first step toward realizing the objective. We can-
not satisfy modern audiences by producing the plays on
a bare stage, as ohakespeare did, because Twentieth Cen-
tury folk have outgrown tne conventions accepted by
Elizabethans, of imagining that "light thickens; and
the crow makes wing to the rooky wood". Scenery there
must be to lend a sense of reality to the word-paintings
of Shakespeare if we are to follow the delightful imag-
inings of his artistic mind, and not be left in a state
of utter confusion as the swiftly moving play hastens
onward toward its end. we do not require that our im-
agination be stifled by the presentation of every little
picture-scene found in the plays, but there must be suf-
ficient suggestive scenery to enable the modern mind to
bridge the gap made by the three centuries which sep-
arate us from Shakespeare, too much realism in stage
settings defeats its own purpose, and attracts the eye
of the audience from the play, when Mercutio is com-
menting on nis death-wound, we do not wisn to see tne
r^entury - July li^2
2
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actual "wellhead on the portico of an actual church in
Verona"^ which air Henry Irving pictured for his aud-
ience in his production of "Romeo and Juliet".
Just what we do and do not want in the matter of
scenery is the big problem of the producer. ^>ince 1888,
when a sketch of the bwan Theatre was discovered by De-
Witt, tnere nave been frequent experiments in Elizabethan
staging in liermany, and some attempts nave been made in
England and America, i.ir. Max Keinhardt's productions
are perhaps the oest imown of those of uermany in the
English speaking v/orld. ne nas paid tribute to the ex-
periments of Mr, (Jrordon uraig^, whose presentatiJn of
the great tragedy "Macbeth" was so favorably received
in America about a year ago. A consideration of tnis
production gives us an excellent idea of what is being
done for Shakespeare on tne stage.
Mr. Oraig has very definite ideas on stage-settings,
whose sole purpose is, in his opinion, to assist the
actor in "communicating to tne spectators tne intention
of the dramatist""^. I'o avoid tne error of i.ir. Irving,
tne effect of tne scenery on the minds of the audience
must be subconsciously achieved. Shakespeare intended
tnat his audience create tne play within their own
irjagination and ivir. Craig has designed his settings
witn tnat tnoagnt in mind. i?'or instance, "the great
1
-Clayton Hamilton - The English journal - April 1^2^
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murdor scene is played in a shadowy and fear-compelling
set that is painted entirely witn lights and snadows"-^.
There is no suggestion of localization of time and place,
for Mr. Craig's purpose is to impress his audience with
the universality of Shakespeare's interest in humanity;
Which in this particular instance it is the primordial
experience of the "human conscience tortured by the dis-
integration of the human soul"l.
In this same production, Lir. Craig has endeavored
to force his audience to i.nagine "the most magnificent
throne-room in the most magnificent palace that ever
was"-'-, 'i'liis illusion is effected by the erection of a
tall flight of stairs at tne top of wuich is placed a
golden chair, in the chair is seated a grey-bearded
man wearing a golden crown, and ne is surrounded by half
a dozen courtiers, gorgeously arrayed, iiach courtier
holds aloft "'a towering staff from which depends a
gorgeous banner'*^. The grandeur of the setting is
accentuated by lignting effects. Macbeth enters, covered
with blood and mud of battle, and looks upv;ard at the
royal pageant, we feel, as Macbeth* s eyes climb from
stair to stair tnat the end is inevitable, ne will never
rest content until he has replaced Duncan and sits in
that golden chair, in his stead, i^othing but the grand-
eur of a King will still the ambitious yearnings of his
1-The iinglisn journal - April iy29
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soul
.
I'here is nothing in the settings of lar, uraig'S
production that detracts attention from tne actors. The
scenery and the action cooperate and set before the eyes
of the spectators that deathless creation conceived in
the mind of Shakespeare centuries ago. in this, Shake-
speare lives again in the eternal scherne of tnings and
shall continue to live long after we have ceased to be,
Anotner race of men must needs inhabit the earth if the
appeal of Shakespeare is ever to be silei-ced. Jie, "the
greatest monument of the stage"^, cannot die while the
heart of numanity beats on and on.
Shakespeare on the Screen,
The last word has not yet been uttered on Shake-
spearean production. What form it will take in the
future is more or less a matter of conjecture. I'he
tendency of the time is to follow the lead of liermany
and adhere as closely as possible to the manner in which
Shakespeare himself sav; his plays produced. I'nere is an-
other mode of production which the twentieth century has
attempted, but the results nave been far from satisfactory.
Shakespeare has been presented on the screen from time to
time, within recent years, and although most folks smile
at the idea, it is not improbable triat future generations
1-iiirnest doyd - "Literary blasphemies" - p.iil
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will accept it.
Mr. Maccowan does not hesitate to state that a
modern understanding of the great dramatist "begins
witn lioethe and ends witn the movies""^, lioethe dis-
covered that there were no act and scene divisions in
the quarto volumes, and it is true that there is a marked
"similarity in structure and form between ahakespeare '
s
2plays and modern photodrama" , Moreover, there are
many things in the plays tnat the screen can reproduce
with more reality than the legitimate stage, the battle
scenes in Macbeth and tjuliiis uaesar, the shipwreck in
"Tne Tempest'', the tnunder-smitten wanderings of Lear
and the dainty fantasies of a "Mid summer i-^ignt's Dream".
Vi/e recognize, today, that a certain amount of this
scenery whicn Shakespeare depicts in words must be act-
ually reproduced because we cannot, as tne njlizabetnans
,
follow so readity a form of speech which is unfamiliar
to our ears.
An idea of what the movies can do by way of re-
placing the stage is exemplified in the recent production
of Mr. ii:ugene U'lTeill's modern play, "Anne uhristie". Al-
though it would be nonsense to assert tnat the movies
type of production is preferable to that of tne stage
today, it is not highly improbable that when tne diffic-
ulties of sound production nave been overcome that people
1-uentury. - july 19E2
2-xJrian Mooker - uentury - December 19^6

will look with increasing favor upon plays of the screen,
we accept tne conventions of a stage which requires that
every play produced must be cut, somewhat, supposing
that these same plays, in future, can be presented upon
a screen wnich need not omit anything, which form is the
public going to prefer?
We do not question tne snortcomings of a stage upon
which scenery and the length of a play must be limited,
because we accept theatrical conventions wnich are
forced upon us. Jrjut, in the future, when the movies
have accustomed people to naving everything presented
before them, it is nuestionable whether tney will be con-
tent with less tnan all, i'hey will outgrow the conven-
tions of our stage and be bored with a performance which
omits instances in the plays of Shakespeare with which
tne screen has familarized them. They will feel much the
same as we should, today, if the gravedigger ' s scene in
Hamlet or the porter's scene in i.iacheth were not included,
buch a transition would enable us to imderstand how the
jilizabetnans enjoyed performances wnich we should con-
sider under-staged. Many people believe tnat the movies
will never take the place of the stage. Vi'e cannot be
quite sure of tnat when we remember that, after all, tne
stage is merely an illusion and that people may become
throughly accustomed to that other illusion, the screen.
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in the case of Shakespeare, the latter cai] offer greater
facilities fur the reproduction of his stories, which
are not plays in the modern sense. it is interesting to
note tnat bir IJiggr Playfair is of the opinion that the
"movie will be the national tneatre''^ of the future.
We rest assured today, that ahakespeare, as a
playwright, is very much alive. Mr. Bertram Clayton"^
propnesies that ne will be much more alive wnen the
plays have become popularized on the screen, and Shake-
speare, is once more as accessible to the masses as
he was over three hundred years ago.
1
-Bertram Clayton - English Review - December 1929
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:jummary
Shakespeare's reputation as a great writer is as
old as nimself. His contemporaries expressed their
admiration of his work in the j?'olio of which was
compiled some six years after his death, ne was not
held in universal regard, by scholars of his day, but
men like rien Jonson, did not refrain from singing his
praises. Later in the century, when regard for the
classics was at its height, critics came to look upon
Shakespeare as an untutored genius
,
and except for
the criticism of uryden, there is nothing to show that
men of the Kestoration period comprehended the great-
ness of their native dramatist. In the beginning of
the eighteenth century, when unreasoning admiration
had grown to worship, men like Kowe and J'ope raised
a silent monument to Shakespeare by attempting, with
some degree of success, to compile editions of his
plays. This placed Snakespeare in a new position
in the world of literature, which was intensified, when
some years later, jjr. Samuel Jo^inson made his famous de-
fense of the English dramatist at the expense of the be-
loved classicists.
From Johnson's time until tne beginning of the next
century, Snakespeare gradually gained ascendancy, as
respect for tne ancients grew less and less, soon we
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iiear no more of the faults of Shakespeare , for be-
ginning with uoleridge, the new school, known as the
Romantic, cared nothing for the classics and every-
thing for tne mighty Shakespeare. Admiration for the
character, portrayal and poetry of the play was savored
with an understanding of the nature of Shakespeare's
genius, which was lacking in his classical admirers.
But as the Komanticists dipped deeper and deeper, they
tended to allow their imagination unbounded sway, until,
instead of admiring only the fine things in ahakespeare
,
they came to accept him as universally great, Komantic-
ism, like classicism, wore itself out, and with its death
came a strong reaction against the type of criticism it
fostered
.
It is not surprising, to find, in the twentieth cen-
tury that men have wearied of the blameless praise accord
ed Shakespeare and have set out to formulate opinions of
their own. Modern critics set about their task, by turn-
ing back the dial of time and familarizing tnemselves
with the age of ahakespeare. They have discovered that,
in many ways, he is a product of his da^- , but in com-
parison witn his contemporaries, he stands aloft as a
mountain peak, jaut the oritics are anxious that we do
leave nim in his splendid isolation and continue, in
the steps of the romanticists, to regard him as perfect.
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They take upon themselves tne task of determining where-
in his greatness lies, that we of the twentieth century
may come to a truer appreciation of his real wortn and
realize that great as ne is, he is but a kindred soul
and not a goc , at whose altar, we must come to worship.
The Romanticists criticism of ahakespeare- s cnar-
acter is not to be lightly tossed aside. Many critics
of our own day follow in their lead and interpret the
people of snakespeare ' s world in terms of reality.
But our sceptical friends, who feel tnat it is their
mission to find some fault everywhere, will have us
believe that, although Shakespeare endowed his creations
with life-like qualities, he failed to make them act as
people of their nature would act. They carefully show
us wherein the characters are sub;5ect, not to their own
natures, but to the plot which Shakespeare used, namlet
feigned madness, consigned Kosencrantz and 'oruilderstern
to death, killed I'olonius and ulaudius because the play
must follow in tne hiain, the order of events of an old
Hamlet. Shakespeare's creations were not born to act
in any such manner but the master nad borrowed an old
plot and follow it, he must; and Hamlet is not the
only one who has been subjected to this mal -treatment,
Othello, r.iacbeth and any number of Sxiakespeare creations
are found to have had their actions mapped out for tnem.
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before time. Having assured tnemselves that Snakespeare
did not draw consistent cnaracters, the sceptical critics
hope that they have dispelled the illusion tnat he
could not err .
What Mr. 3 toll and Mr. Robinson nave really done is
not to destroy our belief in tne reality of the cnar-
acters, but point out very definitely wherein ohakespeare
is an iiilizabethan. True, he did make use of old plots
and sources, but as Mr. Squires points out, nis char-
acters convince us that they are acting in the onl^ way
possible for people of their peculiar nature, under the
special circumstances enforced upon them. Hamlet,
Othello and Macbeth li^ie human beings, cannot have a
code of conduct drawn up for tuem, to fit every occasion.
TO say that Shakespeare's characters act inconsistently
is to further our belief in them as creatures like our-
selves, who re-aot to our environment each in a different
way.
Mr. CJeorge rjernard 3haw has the same idea in mind
as Lir. Stoll, namely to free the public mind of the con-
ceotion that Shakespeare is too perfect for adverse
criticism. Althougn, in his remarks on uthello, he agrees
with the sceptics th't tne character's actions are forced
upon him from without, for the most part, Mr. Shaw dir-
ects his critical remarks, not so much against Snake-
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speare, as those people who have formed the habit of
praising him indiscriminately, ae wishes us to under-
stand that, in m; ny ways, Shakespeare did not rise above
the conditions of his age, but that does not detract
from the splendour of a genius, the power of which lies
"in his enormous command of word-music"-'- and not in
"the callous sensation mongering in murder, lust and
ghosts"^. i?'urthermore , ivir. 3naw v/ould cure the public
conscience of tne absurd conception that vvm. Shake-
speare is a thinker of high rank.
While the sceptics are busily employed with their
re-valuatlon of Shakespeare as a genius, other critics
are paying tribute to nis greatness. The characters
seem to fascinate tne mind of man, for the more that is
written about them the more there seems to have been
left unsaid. Critics never tire of interpreting wamlet
as a tragic figure wno seems as true to the twentieth
century as he did to the seventeenth. This interest in
the tragedy of life is further manifested by those men,
like Mr. Bradley aiid Mr. John Henneman, who seek to
search out just wnat Shakespeare's conception of the
tragic was. They find it is not a belief in blind
destiny, but that "the fault, dear ijrutus , is not in
our stars, but in ourselves".
1-3ewanee Keview - 1908
2-Shakespeare' s Sceptics - uorth American - March 1^22
r
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Just as we are fond of drawing comparisons of tne
personalities of our friends, so are the critics, when
engrossed in Shakespeare's world of men and women,
tempted to compare one character with another. Like
real people they have their resemblances to each otner,
but wnen all is said and done tney are distinct individ-
uals. And this does not apply only to the major char-
acters, but to that giant host of lesser folk which
Shakespeare has created out of the greatness of his
human understanding. Although they were born over three
hundred years ago, human nature remains so much the same
from one age to the next that, today, we cannot detract
from their reality by comparing them with the creations
of our modern dramatists, not even the greatest, be it
Shaw or ibsen.
Modern critics, due to their historical attitude,
have rendered Shakespeare a great service in learning to
appreciate another phase of his erenius, namely his
ability as a playwright. ^Scholarly acnievement in the
field of illizabethan stage-craft has brought to light
the fact tnat Shakespeare exercised unlimited skill in
adapting himself to tne stage conditions of nis day.
His ability to fit his plays into the scneme of things
did not come all at once, but as Mr. '}eoTge P. Baker
carefully traces for us, his skill increased with
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practice, a fact which may be verified oy comparing the
structure of an early play li.Le "Love's Labour's Lost'*,
with a later one like "The Merchant of Venice"^. Mr,
Granville barker^ asserts that Shakespeare tne play-
wrignt, is not less important than ohakespeare , the poet,
and that if we would come to a complete understanding of
him, we must appreciate him in this respect. This is a
point of view which belongs to tne twentieth century
alone, for in bygone ages, men either assumed that Shake-
speare lacked tne art of playwriting or they disref?arded
this aspect of nis genius entirely.
This discovery of Shakespeare, the playwright, has
stimulated interest in the tneatres, and during the last
twenty-five years no effort nas been considered too great
to bring before the public productions of the plays that
are worthy of the greatest dramatist of all time. Men
vary in their opinions greatly regarding this question
of stage presentation, a fact which assures us that
producers are sincere in their efforts, for practical
folk do not worr^^ themselves over questions of stage
technique if they consider that the plays in question
are of little value. That Shakespeare's plays present
problems whicn need not be considered in the staging of
modern plays doubly assures us that producers see great
possibilities of employing these iilizabethan master-
1-Sha/iespeare and His Critics - p. 343
2- Xale Keview - January 1926
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pieces effectively,
V/ithin recent years, Shakespeare has been repeatedly
presented upon the stage in modern costumes and setting.
This style of production has been accepted by many in a
most enthusiastic manner. However, approval of this
movement nas been far from general, for there are many
16vers of Shakespeare wiio feel txiat this modern method
does not do justice to the plays. There is a great deal
that can be said in favor of both sides. The modern
productions which undoubtedly do not make the most of
tne skill Shakespeare displayed in the construction of
his plays, are valuable in that they impress upom the
public mind the fact that Shakespeare's plays can be
enjoyed in a perfectly natural manner. The familiar
settings and costume "clear away obstructions be-
tween the modern play goer and the play which is modern
because it is eternal"^. Mr. Dukes, who is not con-
cerned with dress or settings, fears tnat in these
modern performances there is a grave possibility of the
poetry of Shakespeare being lost. It is true that the
burden of the thing is thrown upon the actor, and for
that reason, many critics feel tnat is would be better
to stage the plays in such a manner that the scenery
employed would assist tne actor to interpret the mood
and motives of tne characters. Moreover, the actor
l-J?'ortnightly - November 1926
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would not feel conscious of the incongruity between speech
and dress, for tne costumes in this instance would be
historical
.
There is something else wnich critics insist we
should consider in staging Shakespeare's plays, iwt
only must the scenery be appropriate but it must be
employed on a stage which allows for almost instant-
aneous change of setting. Shakespeare's plays flow on
in story form and to interrupt the action by long waits,
is to spoil the effect and necessitate frequent cuts.
The growing tendency is to stage the plays as nearly as
possible as they were written that we may enjoy the
swiftly moving panorama of words, color and action.
There are a few critics who feel triat the stage will
never be in a position to stage Shakespeare as he ougnt
to be staged. They look to tne screen for the fulfill-
ment of their ideal presentation of the plays, and
propnesy that, tnrough this medium, alone, will Shake-
speare return to the universal popularity he enjoyed
during his own lifetime.
in brief, the twentieth century is re-appraising
Shakespeare, ho longer is ne regarded as the great
pnilosopher of all things, riis position today is en-
hanced because people are coming to see wherein his
greatness lies, and are less prone to praise him in an
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unreasoning manner, we accept nim as a great diviner of
tne workings of the human mind, one who could enter at
will into the minds of people of every type and degree,
iiis poetic medium of expression is considered cer-
tain people as tne sum total of his genius, in partic-
ular by nr. lieorge Bernard shaw^ wno asserts tnat, in
a deaf nation bhakespeare would have been dead long
ago. Over and above his ability to express human
feeling through the medium of word -music, there is his
skill as a writer of plays, which phase of his genius
is attracting more and more attention. Shakespeare is
supreme oy virtue of nis creative ability, his poetic
gift and his technical skill, but he is not so fault-
less that we feel cnilled by tne marble perfection of
his art.
1
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